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In Brief
BY MARY BETH
BARKER
NEWS EDITOR

Seniors, get your photo
taken
Today at 12:15 p.m. in the
Sports Center there will be
a Senior class meeting. The
Senior photo will be taken
and important commence
ment information will be
discussed.

Pablo Francisco to
perform at USD
Comedians Pablo Fran
cisco and Randy Kagan are
performing in the Sports
Center at 9:00 p.m. on Tues
day, May 8.
Tickets are on sale now
for five dollars with USD ID
at the UC Box Office. Doors
open at 8:30 p.m.

MAHINA TUTEUR/THE VISTA

Linda Vista community comes to life at Multicultural Fair
BY MAHINA TUTUER
CAMPUS FOCUS EDITOR

The 22nd annual Linda
Vista Multicultural Fair kicked
off last Saturday with a color

ful parade that marched be
tween the Comstock and Ulric
blocks of Linda Vista Road.
The parade, which began at
11 a.m., featured many local
marching bands and ROTC

USD baseball rises to top of the WCC
BYRAYAYALA
STAFF WRITER

The games had been dubbed
the battle of California as the
no. 16 Toreros took on the no.
12 Pepperdine Waves. It was
not only a battle for California
baseball dominance but, it was
a battle for an entry to the WCC
Championship series as well.
Some may say that the Texas
Longhorns getting swept at
USD was the biggest series
in USD baseball history, but
that was until USD stepped
into their home stadium with a
chance to have an easy path to
the WCC Championship series,
and a chance at getting a one
seed in the NCAA tournament;
this would be the first in the
school's history.
On Friday, Pepperdine sent
their ace Barry Enright to the
mound. Enright entered the
game undefeated in WCC play.
Enright is a junior who will
surely be a high draft pick in
the 2007 MLB draft.

AS hosts Ben and Jack
in concert in the Sports
Center
Jack's Mannequin and
Ben Kweller are perform
ing at the Sports Center on
Wednesday May 9.
With a USD ID, students
can purchase up to two tick
ets at the UC Box Office.

Workshop held for final
exams
Disability services are
sponsoring a "Final Exam
Jitters" workshop for studens
today at 7:00 p.m.
The workshop is free and
will be held in Serra Hall
211.
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Campus Focus
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Opinion
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programs, USD sports teams,
the US Marine Corps Color
Guard and the White Dragon
Lion Dancers. lONews anchor
Lee Ann Kim and weatherman
James Quinones emceed the

RYAN FISHER/THE VISTA
Brian Matusz helped the USD Toreros beat the Pepperdine Waves.

See BASEBALL, page 23
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parade to a large audience.
The mission of the fair is
to promote cultural awareness
and understanding in the San

See FAIR, page 4

Love Your
Body Week
falls through
BY KIRBY BROOKS
STAFF WRITER

USD's Love Your Body
Week, a week designed by the
Women's Center to provide
students with solutions to
conquer the constant battle of
body image that comes from
a national ideal of beauty that
is constantly projected in the
media and visibly present at
USD, was supposed to take
place the week of April 23.
But events that were meant
to combat this unrealistic rep
resentation of body image by
promoting exercise, outdoor
activities and positive thinking
did not take place.
Posters promoting Love
Your Body Week informed stu
dents of the intended upcoming
events and the Women's Center
See BODY'
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Bomber targets fu
neral
An Iraqi funeral
was the target of a
suicide bomber on
Monday. The attack
took place in Khalis,
Iraq just north of
Baghdad.
The bomber struck
inside the funeral
tent. Over 30 people
were killed and many
were wounded. This
most recent attack
has made the death
toll over one hun
dred in the month of
April.

World rallies for
peace in Darfur
The Global Day for
Darfur was observed
around the world last
Sunday. The event
was marked by pro
tests demanding an
end to the fighting in
Darfur.
Organizers
cre

ated the event to bring
an end to a conflict
that has claimed over
200,000 lives and
lasted four years.
The
organization
was backed by 35 cap
itals and had endorse
ments from popular
celebrities including
George Clooney. The
people involved called
for an intervention by
the UN to help resolve
the conflict between
the Sudanese govern
ment and rebel groups
in Darfur.

IPCC hosts third cli
mate summit
The
International
Panel
on
Climate
Change (IPCC) is host
ing its third conference
on global warming in
Bangkok,
Thailand.
The discussions focus
on ideas that will make
a significant difference
in combating the rising
greenhouse gases.
400 scientists and
experts
from
120
countries will attend

the event in order to try
to finalize a report on
the aspects of global
warming.
Predic
tions already include
droughts, heat waves
and rising sea levels.
This third meeting
will specifically focus
on reducing green
house gases and what
effect this will have
on the economy. The
report will be used as
a prototype for further
climate-based
deci
sions not only in Thai
land but hopefully in
other nations as well.

Scientists
"cancer gene"

find

At Dundee Univer
sity scientists claim
they have found a gene
that may reveal why
people get cancer. The
gene found is a vari
ant of a gene all people
carry.
The less than 10
percent who have the
variant gene are less
likely to suffer from
cancer.

Scientists say this
gene is able to break
down cancer-causing
proteins in a quicker
and more effective
way. Currently, the
gene pertains specifi
cally to lung cancer,
but researchers are
hoping this will have
implications for all
cancer types.

Castro
appear

fails

to

Fidel Castro did not
attend the annual May
Day celebrations in
Havana on Tuesday.
Speculators
believe
that Castro's failing
health and recent in
testinal illness is the
reason for his absence.
After 48 years this
is the third time he
has not been present at
the festivities. People
worry about his lead
ership of Cuba since
he is no longer seen in
public. Since Castro
could not participate
he wrote an editorial
telling the people to

protest the release of
exiled Cuban militant
Luis Posada Carriles
in the US.

China builds larg
est pagoda
The world's largest
pagoda was opened
Tuesday after five
years of construction.
The Tianning Pagoda
stands 510 feet with
13 wooden stories, a
golden pinnacle and
a giant bell on top.
The pagoda was
part of a temple
complex built in the
Tang Dynasty over
1500 years ago. The
temple's pagoda was
destroyed years ago
and tradition said
wherever there was a
temple there must be
a pagoda.
The renovations
cost around 39 mil
lion dollars. Hun
dreds of Buddhists
from
around
the
world attended the
inauguration
cer
emony on Tuesday.
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image despite its lack of
events.
"The culture that is
thrust upon us by irre
sponsible television and
print media encourages
us to hate our bodies. It
glamorizes those people
that starve themselves
and abuse their bodies by

Nader trashes corporations
BY DAVINA COADY
STAFF WRITER

Ralph Nader, threetime presidential can
didate, lawyer, activist
and author, came to USD
on Friday to present his
beliefs on corporate
America.
During his presenta
tion he explained the
evils of corporate cul
ture, and later presented
a scenario of a world
absent of the corpo
rate influence. A group
consisting in large part
of law students packed
Manchester Hall to listen
to Nader lecture.
Nader was first thrust
into the public eye in
1965 when he published
the book "Unsafe at Any
Speed," which focused
on the lack of safety in
automobiles.
Since the book's pub
lication, Nader has been
involved in other impor

tant social battles, which
resulted in the creation of
the Occupational Safety
and Health Administra
tion, The Environmental
Protection Agency and
the Consumer Product
Safety Commission.
"Ralph Nader has ded
icated his life to ensur
ing that the government
do what it's supposed to
do," Kristen Santerre,
President of the Public
Interest Law Foundation
at USD, said.
The event, "Challeng
ing Corporate Power and
Building Democracy,"
was sponsored by the
USD School of Law
and the Public Interest
Law Foundation. Nader
opened up his speech by
complimenting the law
school saying, "It is the
exemplar of public inter
est law."

See NADER, PAGE 4
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Mr. University competition raises money for CASA
BY STEPHANIE DAUWE
STAFF WRITER
Normally men might be
shy about strutting their stuff
in front of a huge crowd of
friends and schoolmates, but
this was for a good cause, and
it was a competition.
The men all tried to outdo
each other with crazy outfits
and skits that entertained the
crowd for over two hours
Wednesday, April 25 when
members of Kappa Alpha
Theta hosted hundreds of stu
dents in the Sports Center to
watch 12 eligible men compete
for the title of Mr. University.
Proceeds from the event
went to Voices for Children,
San Diego's local chapter of
CASA. CASA is a non-profit
organization designed to pro
vide safe homes for abused or
neglected children.
Kappa Alpha Theta phi-

tickets for several prize pack
ages and the first annual calen
dar featuring a picture of each
of the 12 competitors.
"It was a lot of work, but
we had a great time doing
it," freshman member Megan
Foster said. "It was for a great
cause, and it really brought our
sorority together."
The panel of judges consist
ed of sorority representatives,
the USD Panhellenic president,
a professor and several other
unbiased USD students. For
contestant selection, countless
hopefuls submitted applica
tions to Kappa Alpha Theta,
and the pool was narrowed
down to 12 participants.
The winner of the competi
tion, Mr. Beta Theta Pi, Ryan
McCormack, had the audience
in hysterics with his perfor
mance in the talent showcase,
a rendition of a few of Justin
Timberlake's most well-known

"All the guys worked really hard on
their talents and they turned out
great. The coaches did a really good
job preparing their contestants,"
Avery Seratan, member of Kappa Alpha Theta.
lanthropy chair Sam Birkner
said their goal was to raise
$7,000 to donate to CASA.
Though exact earnings have
not yet been calculated, the
jam-packed stands indicate
that they most likely achieved
their goal.
All of the members of
Kappa Alpha Theta worked
diligently all semester to put
together a successful competi
tion.
In addition to ticket sales,
money was earned from penny
wars outside the UC, $1 raffle

performances.
Other acts in the talent por
tion of the show included a
few musical performances, a
poetry reading and a creative
performance of the Mario
Walk by Mr. Delta Tau Delta.
"All the guys worked really
hard on their talents, and they
turned out great," Avery Seretan, member of Kappa Alpha
Theta, said. "The coaches did
a really good job preparing
their contestants."
The evening began with
an opening dance and pre

COURTESY OF ANDREA SCHLEMMER

Mr. Beta Theta Pi was voted and crowned Kappa Alpha Theta's Mr. University of 2007-2008.

sentation of the contestants.
Following the introductions
was the swimwear portion,
in which a member of Kappa
Alpha Theta escorted each
of the men down the runway
while the hostess read a brief
bio to the audience.
After the talent showcase,
the men showed off their
eveningwear, and the judges
then narrowed the contestants
down to the top five.
The top five included Mr.

Beta Theta Pi, Ryan McCor
mack, Mr. Mission Beach,
Scott Murphy, Mr. Delta Tau
Delta, Bryan Bertone, Mr.
Lambda Chi Alpha, Jeff Coyle
and Mr. Lacrosse, Ryan Brennan.
Each of these men were re
quired to participate in a ques
tion and answer session, which
the judges used as their decid
ing factor as to who would
win.
Before the runners up and

winner were announced, Mr.
T Squad, Fabian Krishna,
received the Mr. Congenial
ity Award for his hard work
and dedication throughout the
competition. Mr. Delta Tau
Delta, Bryan Bertone and Mr.
Lambda Chi Alpha, Jeff Coyle,
were the first and second run
ners up, and finally, Mr. Beta
Theta Pi was crowned Mr.
University and awarded with
a gift certificate to American
Airlines.

Mr. University participants
Tyler VanDerShaaf - Mr. RA
Davis Corley - Mr. Rugby
Fabian Krishna - Mr. T-Squad
Ryan McCormack - Mr. Beta Theta Pi
Scott Murphy - Mr. Mission Beach
XT Rogan - Mr. Football
Bryan Bertone - Mr. Delta Tau Delta
Derek Blackmore - Mr. Tech Center
Jeff Coyle - Mr. Lambda Chi Alpha
Ryan Brennan - Mr. Lacrosse
Brandon DeYoung - Mr. Rock and Roll
COURTESY OF ANDREA SCHLEMMER

12 Mr. University contestants competed in swimsuit, evening wear, talent and interviews for the crown.

Tucker Keatley - Mr. Sigma Phi Epsilon
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Corporate America accused of "drugging" American youth
Nader, continued

how he is doing nothing to dis
mantle what he calls "the evils
The focus of Nader's discus of big corporations."
sion was corporate power and
Judi Curry, an off-campus
how it has the tendency to turn visitor donning an "Impeach
everything it touches into a "For Bush" pin who watched Nader
Sale Sign."
from a closed-circuit in an over
He claimed that corpora flow room found his discussion
tions have too much domination of the Iraq war the most compel
and control over the American ling.
people, and individuals need to
"It's rather difficult to focus
try to reverse this power rela on any one thing because there
tionship.
are so many things affecting us
In order to make a differ right now," Curry said. "But
ence, he suggests that people I think what he said about
should bring civil values to the Iraq...[is] what I honed in on."
forefront of society. He believes
He gave an example of cor
people should be more con porate influence on the President
cerned with child labor, envi when he called Bush a "Mes
ronmental safety and promoting sianic Militarist" who tried to
peace instead of war. Nader also justify the war in Iraq with the
believes that breaking down the help of oil companies.
corporate culture is going to be
He also attacked Bush for
RYAN FISHER/fflE VISTA
difficult because Americans are spending half the federal budget Ralph Nader spoke out in criticism of Bush and budgets concerning corporate America.
raised on it.
on the military. Nader argued
He says children are being that Bush favors war, which cre rate power, the military indus tion to transform the corporate goods and services that corpora
brought up in a virtual reality ates vast wealth for the weapon's trial complex, the media con structure is applying anti-trust tions provide, so that people no
where they spend all their time manufacturers instead of focus solidation are all reaking havoc laws to them and also using fed longer need corporate help.
on the internet, watching TV ing on curing America's domes on the world ebvironmentally eral chartering against them.
At the end of his "lecture he
and playing video games, which tic ills. The domestic problems and socially," Borie said.
The last two suggestions called out to the lawyers in the
are all greatly influenced by cor he cites are hunger, poverty,
Toward the end of his lecture, focus on properly handling cor audience who want to change
porate commercialism.
underemployment, lack of af Nader gave the audience four porate misbehavior, and then corporate influence. Instead of
"[Corporations] are drugging fordable housing and a livable ways to control corporate Amer displacing corporations as a getting jobs defending corpora
our youth," Nader said, stating minimum wage.
ica. The first way is to give them whole. To handle the wrongdo tions because they pay well,
that children today have shorter
Forest Borie, a recent UCSD the same rights as humans so ings of corporations, Nader sug he suggests that they become
attention spans and are narcissis- graduate, was struck by what they can be held accountable.
gests consumer programs and public interest lawyers.
ticbecauseofcorporate influence. he referred to as "the absolute
Following a conscience,
For example, Nader said cor laws need to be implemented to
During his presentation, Nader viciousness of American corpo porations should receive capital control them. In order to displace rather than focusing on paying
also made a few references to rations. "
punishment and environmental corporations, he says communi off student loans, will be much
President Bush's policies and
"The free market, the corpo bankruptcy. The second sugges ties need to provide the same more rewarding in the end.

Music, food and fun prove as diverse as Linda Vista Community
Fair, continued
Diego area. The fair fea
tured many cultural exhibits,
local organizations, a variety
of ethnic food and diverse
performances on three stages.
Vendor booths lined Linda
Vista selling items such as
jewelry, artwork and Mexi
can wrestling masks, as well
as offering legal services and
promoting local centers of
faith. The aromas of Mexican,
Thai and Filipino food drifted
through the street fair.
Opening ceremonies fol
lowed the parade at noon. San
Diego Mayor Jerry Sanders
and City Council member
Donna Frye made appearanc
es, as well as other prominent
local government officials.
Chris Nayve, director of
USD's Center for Awareness,
Service and Action, said, "All
the major governmental rep
resentatives were there to par
ticipate in celebrating diver
sity because the fair is truly a
San Diego event." Nayve has
been involved in planning the
fair for 11 years.
The Housing Fair, open
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
sponsored by Councilmember
Frye and Bayside Community
Center, educated residents

about the services available to was such a great variety of cially because I joined the pro community looks forward to it
renters and homeowners.
people, music and food. Now cess so late," Roc said. Roc [the fair] all year."
Eagerly anticipated by the
The Linda Vista Boys that I know about the fair, I took over the director position
and Girls Club managed the will definitely come back next after the previous fair direc community, the fair draws
tor left in March for personal thousands to Linda Vista
Kids Zone and the Teen Spot, year," Shokooh said.
every year. Roc received a lot
which were more towards
Christina Roc, director of reasons.
Some contributors include of positive feedback from both
the Comstock block of the this year's fair, said, "The
Linda
Vista residents, USD, the participants and sponsors,
fairgrounds. The Kids Zone event was very communityprovided lots of interactive ac driven and representative of Linda Vista Civic Association, most who said the event was
the Community Development the best yet.
tivities, pony rides, face paint the diverse Linda Vista area."
"I really enjoyed planning
Corporation,
ACCESS, Mesa
ing, magicians and inflatable
Roc gave credit to the steer
the
event and seeing it all
bouncing tents.
ing committee and the many Community College and Fran
Rap performances, street local contributors for making cis Parker Elementary School. come to fruition on Saturday,"
dancing, a rock wall climb and the event a success. "Every As Roc promoted the event Roc said. Roc hopes to be in
a 3-on-3 basketball court were body did their part so well, it to local businesses, she said, volved in one way or another
all highlights of the Teen Spot. made my job a lot easier, espe "I could really tell the whole next year also.
The vibrant World Arts Vil
lage, which was positioned on
the Ulric Street end of Linda
Vista Road, featured cultural
dancers, singers and musicians
and folk artists selling hand
made pottery, textiles, jewelry
and glasswork.
There were performances
throughout the day by the
Celtic Echoes Band, Ole
Flamenco, Luna Llena, the
Samahan Philippine Dance
Company, the Super Sonic
Samba Band, the Linda Vista
Teen Center, Kearny Mesa
High School, USD symphony
and others.
Desiree Shokooh, USD
senior, was pleasantly surprised
by the incredible diversity ex
COURTESY OF MAHINA TUTUER
emplified at the fair. "There A band played on the main stage as a part of the Multicultural fair's festivities.
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public safety report

Weight Room: At ap
proximately 3:27
p.m. Public Safety
responded to a re
port of the theft of a
wallet from a cubby
hole in the Sports
Center weight room.
The theft was said
to have occurred
between 12:30 p.m.
and 1:30 p.m. on
4/23/2007.
Immaculada Parking Lot
North: At approxi
mately 5:40 p.m.
Public Safety re
sponded to a report
of a vehicle that had
been keyed on cam
pus between 6:00
p.m. on 4/21/2007
and 12:15 p.m. on

4/22/2007. Upon
investigation the
vehicle had been
scratched along the
passenger doors on
one side of the ve
hicle.

Manchester Villgae 1714
Garage door: At ap
proximately 12:32
p.m. Public Safety
responded to a re
port of a door that
the paint had been
scratched with the
words "USD is gay."
Missions A: At ap Facilities manage
proximately 12:38 ment was contacted
a.m. Public Safety to repaint the door.
responded to a com
plaint of an intoxi Camino/Pounders court
cated male student yard: At approxi
creating a distur mately 10:49 p.m.
bance in a female Public Safety re
resident hall room. sponded to a report
Upon investigation of the theft of a wal
the male student was let from the court
determined to be in yard between 2:30
toxicated and was p.m. and 3:54 p.m.
voluntarily trans on 4/24/2007. Upon
ported to detox.
investigation one of
the owner's credit

cards had been used
at a nearby store. Institute for Peace and
The owner was con Justice: At approxi
tacted to file a re mately 11:37 a.m.
Public Safety ob
port with SDPD.
served an individual
on campus in viola
Jenny Craig Pavilion: At tion of the Universi
ty's skateboarding
policy. Upon investi
responded to a re gation the individual
port of the theft of was advised of the
a debit card, credit University's policy
card, and $100 in and cited for a skat
cash from a purse ing violation.
that was left in an
unsecured room
between 12:00
p.m. on 4/21/2007
a n d 1 2 : 0 0 p . m . If you need help
4 / 2 2 / 2 0 0 7 . T h e or see something
owner contacted
SDPD to file a re suspicious, contact
Public Safely at ext.
port.

7777.

Social Justice Workshop presented by Jamie Washington
BY ADIE LUDWIG

STAFF WRITER

The power of diversity is to
sit with people you don't know
or wouldn't normally sit with.
This is what Jamie Washington,
the president and founder of the
Washington Consulting Group,
said during his Social Justice
Workshop on last Thursday.
Students at the workshop
numbered off and sat with a
partner. Once they were paired
up, Washington had them ask
each other questions to get ac
quainted. Students expressed
their feelings about being at the
session and what people wanted
to get out of it.
Washington said the reason
for this exercise is that people
are physically at places, but our
minds are not actually there be
cause our thoughts wander.
"People are missing things
because they are not conscious,"
Washington said.

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA

Jamie Washington spoke about diversity and tolerance. His work
shop focused on students finding their way back.

In order for students to "get
present," Washington said to
name a worry and to move it
aside. He wanted students to
give full focus to their space.
Washington had students
guess the percentage of people
that graduate from a four-year
college. The guesses ranged
from 20 percent to 65 percent.
According to Washington, 16
percent of the American popu
lation will attain a four-year
degree in the US.
"This means that you are a
leader," Washington said. "You
have access to something most
people don't, that privilege has
a responsibility."
Washington encouraged stu
dents to see how they can use
their voice to be a leader and
instigate change. He suggests
asking questions and getting
people to talk about their differ
ences.
Students were also instructed
to discuss in groups what they
were taught as children about

race, religion and sexual orien
tation. During the workshop,
students expressed how they
enjoyed the session.
"I though it was interesting
and thought provoking...I liked
the dialogue because we can
see how the world shapes all
of this," Jennifer Suh, a sopho
more, said.
Washington said he has
always been a person who cared
about justice.
"I remember the day Dr. King
was assassinated," Washing
ton said. "... I was eight years
old.. .1 don't know if that day his
spirit entered me or came alive
in me."
He said one of the goals for
this workshop was to get stu
dents to realize their differences,
but to also talk about them.
"I want for us all to find our
way back to our divine good
ness," Washington said. "Things
have happened in our lives that
disconnect us and we just need
to find our way back."

Recycle your VISTA!
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Classifieds

Ask Alliant About Education
At our San Diego campus, we offer:
• TeachersCHOICE preparation programs
* Early Completion Option:
California Teaching Credential in Nine Months
• Masters tn Education: Teaching, offered with
the Early Completion Option or online
* Master's in Education with credential in one year
* Auditory-Oral Certificate

FOR SALE: the beach.
Call Seth,
Realtor with RE/MAX
858.869.3940.
Sand sold separately

No.Mission Beach House for rent. Furnished.
2 Bedroom/2 Bath. 2 car garage. Washer/
dryer. Oceanside. Available 8/31/07 for the
academic year. $1700/month. Utilities not
included. $2000 security deposit. Contact
pla615@sbcglobal.net or Pat at 925-943-6727.

• School and Educational Psychology
Masters in Education, School Psychology Credential
• Doctorate in Educational Psychology

• Teaching English to Speakers of
Other Languages (TESOL)
* Masters in Education, TESOi
* Doctorate in TESOL
TESOL Graduate Certificate or CLAD Certificate

The Vista's
commitment
to accuracy
See a mistake in this
issue?
Send corrections and
clarifications to:
Managing Editor Vanessa
Guzman
by e-mail:

vguzman@usdvista.com,

3779 Ocean Front Walk

- 2542 Hartford Street - 722 Santa Clara Place - 4784 Ingraham Street

Nearly $5,000,000 in business with USD families in March
Thank you for your
support and have a great
April! -SdlO'Bi,TtU.'

USD Alum & RE/MAX Top Agent
www.SethOByrne.com
858.869.3940 direct cell
Seth@SethOByrne.com

V \ V \ \
* \ x \ \ \
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How to gain Lu'au transforms the UC into a tropical paradise
a pound in
10 days
BY MAHINA TUTEUR
CAMPUS FOCUS EDITOR

BY MAHINA TUTEUR
CAMPUS FOCUS EDITOR

Has anybody noticed the strange
availability of free food around
campus lately? I have. It seems like
everywhere I turn, there's another
great excuse to chow down. Aikane
O Hawai'i offered plate lunches in
front of the UC, an art department cel
ebration last Thursday featured a full
taco wagon and La Paloma has a free
salsa bar this week! The finals feed
ing frenzy has officially begun, and I
can't seem to get enough of it.
In the midst of all this deliciousness, I got to thinking about how
much money I actually spend on feed
ing myself, which is essentially the
simple act of sustaining my energy
level. I also thought about how much
we Americans spend on beefing up,
slimming down, working out and
everything in between. For goodness
sake, I spent $60 this semester on
campus recreation classes and have
gone to three of them. That's $20 per
class.
Oregon governor Ted Kulongoski
has taken a vow to spend only $3.00 a
day on food in an effort to raise aware
ness of hunger issues. Oregon has the
worst hunger rate in the country and
allots its food stamp recipients $21.00
a week for groceries. This means
skipping the organic options, passing
on the Brie and going for a pack of
Oscar Mayer wieners instead.
I admire Kulonoski's effort, but
am afraid the problem will be ignored
once the TV cameras turn off. How
ever, the governor's stab at simplicity
is a perfect illustration of how silly
this country is about food. It's much
easier to give a hungry man some
leftovers than to ask why he is hungry
in the first place. Hunger stems from
deep-seated economic and social in
justice and can't be solved easily.
How can one of the most obese
country in the world have such a huge
hunger problem? We have incredibly
high rates of eating disorders, spend
boatloads of money on plastic surgery
procedures and the US diet industry,
worth $55 billion, continues to grow.
It's amazing that diet crazes and
obesity epidemics, gross overconsumption and tormenting malnutrition
can all co- exist in one nation. Mother
Earth has more than enough resources
for all the world's citizens to live hap
pily and healthily. But hunger is a
matter of priviledge and the distribu
tion of those resources. We must all
learn how to eat to live, not live to eat
simply so that there will be enough for
everyone to survive.

"What language do native Hawaiians
speak?" asked the emcee to UC audi
ence members. A few rushed up to the
stage to answer "olelo" and receive their
Polynesian-themed prizes, but most
stayed in their seats, barely listening
but rather engaged in conversation with
old friends from back home in Hawaii.
This scenario was typical of Aikane 'o
Hawai'i's lu'au, held in the UC Satur
day evening, and a sign of its success.
"Island Fusion" brought friends,
family and USD alumni from around
California together for a night of Ha
waiian food, Polynesian dance perfor
mances and reggae music by Maui band
Inna Vision.
Attendees indulged in the cafeteria's
special menu, which included island
favorites like kalua pork, lomilomi
salmon, haupia, sweet potatoes and
poi.
"I have been craving kalua pig and
rice for months. This meal will satisfy
my craving until I have the chance to go
home again," Maikalani Aluli, a senior
at Point Loma Nazarene University,
said.

"Planning the lu'au was
a struggle at times, but
the end product was
all worth the time and
dedication,"
Clinton Zane, senior and Lu'au chair.

Aikane o Hawaii provided the en
tertainment, which included Tahitian
dances, a traditional Haka and a couples

dance.
"The
dancers
worked really hard,
and it showed. We
practiced really late
every night for the
past couple weeks.
I'm happy to have
my life back now,"
Onaona
Thoene,
USD senior and
lu'au dancer for
the past four years,
said.
After the perfor
mances, the emcee
tried to give away
the rest of the raffle
prizes and held a
brief
ceremony
honoring the hard
work of USD se
niors in Aikane
'o Hawai'i. Inna
Vision took the
stage at 8:30 pm to
an excited crowd.
Everybody
seemed to enjoy
themselves at the
successful event,
which came as a
big relief to senior
Clinton Zane, the
chairman of the
lu'au committee.
"Planning
the
lu'au was a struggle
at times, but the end
product was all worth the time and dedi
cation," Zane said.
Colleges and universities around
California celebrate Polynesian culture
with annual lu'aus. Most remarkable
about the college lu'au is how the event
reunites friends from around the state
for one night that feels like home de
spite being 3,000 miles away.

IMAGE BY AMY ENGLISH

A veteran of the lu'au circuit, senior
Nicole Mclnerny opted for USD's event
as opposed to Chapman University's
lu'au, also held on Saturday.
"It's my last year here at USD, so I
didn't want to miss this lu'au. It was a
nice 'a hui hou' [goodbye] to college,"
Mclnerny said.

USD professors perform an author vs.
critic debate on issues of multiculturalism
BY KATIE HERMAN
STAFF WRITER

Coming face to face with book critics
would put any author in a challenging
situation, which is precisely what USD
created last week a debate between
author and critic was held.
On April 27 USD Philosophy Pro
fessor Harriet Baber, author of the
soon to be published book "The Mul
ticultural Mystique: The Liberal Case
Against Diversity" and Tom Reifer, a
USD Sociology Professor participated
in an "author meet critic" debate of Dr.
Baber's book.
The event was sponsored by the
Faculty and Curriculum Development
Program and the audience consisted of
various professors, faculty members
and students.
Baber began the debate with a Pow
erPoint presentation outlining the major
issues in her book. Her main thesis
argues against plural monoculturalism,
which is when different ethnic groups

maintain their separate identities and
interact with other ethnic groups with
out forming one unified group. This is
commonly known as the "salad bowl."
Baber, a self-proclaimed liberal,
believes multiculturalism restricts peo
ple's freedom because it locks individu
als into unchosen ethnic identities and
social arrangements.
She explained that multiculturalism
essentially reinforces white privilege
because it allows white people to so
cially separate themselves from other
ethnic minority groups.
After her presentation, Dr. Reifer
began his refutation. He claimed that
he believes in radical inclusion, yet he
believes ethnic and cultural assimila
tion is impossible because there is a
disproportionate share of the planet's
resources; therefore, there will always
be one group or society that is less welloff than another.
Reifer debated many of Baber's
claims regarding cultural identifica
tion, and he particularly focused on his

belief that Baber's book was filled with
assumptions that the United States is a
superior country and society compared
with the rest of the world.
After Reifer spoke, Baber was given
ten minutes to defend herself against
any of Reifer's criticisms.
After Baber and Reifer both finished
their personal debates, the audience was
able to ask questions to either professor.
Many of these questions put both pro
fessors in tough spots because of their
accusatory nature, but both were able to
defend themselves.
At the end of the debate, Evelyn
Kirkley, associate professor of theol
ogy and religious studies and organizer
of the event, said that USD is known
for its "prevalent culture of nice" and
that these kinds of events are typically
stifled at USD.
Dr. Kirkley expressed hope that this
event will open the doors for more de
bates of this nature allowing more people
to voice their opinions and thoughts on
other political or societal issues.
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Students present their interpretations of the American dream
For another group, the sense of com
munity was their main focus for the
American dream. This group described
What is the American dream? Stu how sports have played such an impor
dents of Dr. Kirkley's HNRS 323 class tant role in society by having similar
entitled Sacred Things examined their values with the American dream.
"Sports exemplify the major values
own opinions of what the American
of
the American dream: glory, power
dream means to society and displayed
their final projects for the campus on and success," Mary Kathleen McCann,
senior, said.
Wednesday, April 25.
The group also illustrated the simi
Students were divided into groups,
and each group had a different topic larities between the athletic community
based on their opinions of society's and the religious community.
"Stadiums become aspects of wor
view of the American dream today.
One of the topics was holidays and ship," McCann said.
The next groups focused on the dif
how they have lost their religious mean
ings. Amanda Whitlock, sophomore, ferent ways societies personally express
explained how local supermarkets are their dreams and values. Tattoos have
taking away the real meanings of well- recently been very popular in society
because many people feel like tattoos
celebrated holidays.
"We wanted to show how much help show a person's identity.
"The American Dream is all about
America has transformed holidays
from religious to consumerist," Whit freedom and individuality, and tattoos
are an expression of who you are,"
lock said.
The group also explained how Amer Tanya Susoev, junior, said.
The next group showed the expres
ican culture has turned into a more ma
sion of ideas through technology. Web
terialistic society.
"People just want things and don't sites such as MySpace, YouTube and
care if there's a meaning to it," Gillian Facebook have become a major part of
our lives. This group decided to look
Hemmes, sophomore, said.
Another group focused on the Prot into these websites further and compare
estant work ethic, which is the idea that them to the American dream.
COURTESY OF GWEN KN0WLS0N
"Why we chose these [websites]
God promises to reward those who put
is because people check them on a re Seniors Alex Thiebeault, Nick Diamond and Katie Watson proudly share their project
hard work into what they do.
Many of the values of society today ligious basis," Katie Watson, senior, about how websites like MySpace, Facebook and YouTube now define our lives.
include the All-American nuclear said.
For Myspace, the group showed how and attempt to get jobs through these their knowledge and experience."
family, the typical mother and father
Along with Kirkley, Dr. Derrick
who have access to new technology, people such as Teli Tequila have pur websites," Alex Thiebeault, senior,
Cartwright, director of the San Diego
such as Blackberrys and designer busi sued their American dream of becom said.
Kirkley is very proud of her stu Museum of Art, helped put this project
ing famous. For Facebook, the ability
ness suits.
"It's the idea of having everything," to share ideas and interests has become dents for putting this project together. together.
"The students have impressed me for
"They're not just sharing their work
Nicole Trawick, senior, said. "But available for society.
"We wanted to communicate the idea with me, but with the whole campus," what they have come up with," Cartthe only way to accumulate that is to
that we have the freedom to share ideas Kirkley said. "They're teaching us about wright said.
work."
BY DANA FLACK
STAFF WRITER

Fearless freshman forms new a capella group
Group hopes to breathe new life into the USD music landscape
BY LAURA GIVEN
STAFF WRITER

When freshman JD Rees realized
that there was no a capella group at
USD, he decided to take matters into
his own hands.
"When I realized our campus didn't
offer any contemporary music programs
- that most of the stuff was classical
- I figured I'd start one myself," Rees
said.
Throughout high school, Rees spent
his time singing, dancing and compet
ing in one of the top show choirs in
the nation. He was also in an a capella
group and said, "It has basically been
my life for the past four years."
To continue the experience, he de
cided to create a co-ed USD a capella
group. After auditioning 20 to 30 in
dividuals, eight men and five women
made the cut. Next fall, he plans to hold
more auditions to fill membership up to
17.
Rees feels very prepared to launch
the group as a result of his past expe
rience and is happy that many of his
friends are helping him out.
"A guy that graduated from my high
school started the a capella group, Re-

verse Osmosis. He's one of my really
good friends, so he gave me a bunch
of his programs and songs. We'll also
be arranging our own stuff, which I'm
really excited about," Rees said.
Rees is already impressed by the

"When I realized our
campus didn't offer any
contemporary music
programs - that most
of the stuff was classi
cal -1figured I'd start
one myself,"
JD Rees, freshman and founder of new
a capella group.

group's progress. During the first re
hearsal, they learned a song and a half
in only two hours.
"The fact that they can pick things up

that quickly was incredible. It got me
really excited."
Rehearsal is being held for two hours
twice a week so the group may get as
established as possible before the end
of the year. During the last practice, the
group set several goals to strive toward
in the upcoming year.
"First of all, we want to have our first
album recorded by the end of next year.
We also want to compete in college
competitions and hopefully host a con
cert here on campus for schools around
the state," Rees said.
The group may be working hard, but
Rees said it's more important to him
that they're enjoying themselves.
"It's hard right now because we're
new and have to learn songs. But I'm
really looking forward to us all just
having fun with this," Rees said.
The new a capella group will be
having its first performance in about
two weeks on campus. Students can
look forward to the performance of
popular contemporary music, including
songs from Ben Folds Five and Alanis
Morisette.
"I'm excited for everyone to see what
it's all about," Rees said. "It's about time
we had something like this at USD."

Five things you
should know... about
University Ministry
1. University Ministry holds a
Mass for Peace every Wednesday at
9 p.m. in Founders Chapel.
2. The center coordinates interna
tional service and immersion trips
every year, such as Tijuana Spring
Breakthrough and a trip to El Salva
dor.
3. The SEARCH Retreat has been
a 20-year tradition and is incredibly
popular with students.
4. Resident Living Communi
ties are faith-based floors that allow
students to explore their spirituality
together.
5. The center provides volunteer
opportunities to serve food at the St.
Vincent de Paul Soup Kitchen every
Thursday and deliver groceries to
homebound HIV/ AIDS patients
through Special Delivery every
Friday.
FACTS COURTESY OF AS
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Two USD seniors receive prestigious Fulbright Scholarship
kia and dedicate her time outside of
the classroom to learning about the
"political ramifications of Czecho
Mary Kathleen McCann's under slovakia being divided into the Czech
graduate career is about to end and her Republic and the Slovak Republic."
embarkation into adulthood will begin
A recent elect to the USD chapter
halfway across the world in Slovakia.
of Phi Beta Kappa, McCann was en
McCann, a history major with minors in couraged by Dr. James Gump, profes
English and theology, has been awarded sor of history and Fulbright program
the prestigious Fulbright Scholarship advisor, to apply for the grant.
in the form of a grant to work as an
"I've wanted to teach since 1 was a
English as a foreign language teaching
little girl...especially in the Catholic
assistant at the university
school system, which
level.
I attribute to my high
"The [Fulbright] pro
school. But I wouldn't
gram," according to a
have applied for
university press release,
the Fulbright if Dr.
"sends
approximately
Gump hadn't encour
1,300 US students to
aged me, and for that
more than 140 countries
I'm really grateful,"
annually to lecture and
McCann said.
conduct research in a
Teaching at the
variety of academic and
University of Zilina
professional
settings.
will give McCann ex
Recipients of Fulbright
perience in the field
awards are selected on the
before
she
COURTESY OF LIZ HARMAN
basis of academic or pro
returns to
Kathleen McCann, History
fessional
achievement,
US and fulfills her
major and Fulbright scholar.
as well as demonstrated
hope to teach second
leadership in their fields."
ary history.
"The entire aim of the Fulbright,"
"Mary K...is a bright and gifted
McCann said, "is to be what they call a young woman who aspires to become
'cultural ambassador.' Basically it's an a teacher," Gump said. "With her
international exchange."
strong academic background, strong
McCann, who studied in Oxford, sense of social justice and exuberant
England during fall 2005, hopes to personality, I think she will be an out
learn, study, teach and serve during her standing teacher."
eight months in Zilina, Slovakia.
USD has not produced a Fulbright
"The Fulbright and this opportunity
recipient in several years, but had six
is basically the culmination of every applicants this year.
thing I've wanted to do - teaching,
"The Fulbright scholarship is ex
service and learning about my family's tremely competitive and a very pres
heritage that was lost when we immi tigious award," Gump said. "The fact
grated to the United States."
that USD produced two Fulbrighters
McCann plans to become involved this year speaks volumes for the qual
with the Catholic Charities in Slova ity of our undergraduates."
BY NATALIE ZANZUCCHI
EDITOR IN CHIEF

From the UC custodians
to the UC staff,

Thank you for giving
us so much joy on
Custodian Day.
..

God Bless
You All!

-3

BY MARY BETH BARKER
NEWS EDITOR

Alexander Neuwelt may be leaving
USD, but he has set an example that
will inspire students even after he is
gone. A recipient of the coveted Ful
bright Scholarship, he has achieved
academic excellence and dedication
to his chosen field of chemistry.
Senior, Alexander (Sasha) Neu
welt, is from Portland, Oregon and
is majoring in Chemistry. During
his time at USD, Neuwelt has coauthored a peer- reviewed scientific
paper, participated in the SURE pro
gram and has presented his research
at the yearly Creative Collaborations
event.
Sasha's advisor, Debbie Tahmassebi said of his advisee, "Sasha
is that rare student that has expectional academic talents across many
disciplines and he has a passion for
science, politics and soccer."
Alexander Neuwelt received the
Fulbright Scholarship in the field of
chemistry for his research with anti
cancer drugs such as n-acetylcysteine.
He will spend his year-long in
ternship in a chemistry lab in Gdansk,
Poland next year, after which he
hopes to attend medical school to
continue his education.
Neuwelt said he had no specific
plans after graduation until his pro
fessor Dr. Iovene told him about the
grant. Dr. Peter Iovine worked with
Neuwelt in the chemistry lab for his
research.
"Sasha is not concerned with doing
the fancy experiment or making the
big discovery but rather he seems to
take great pleasure in the subtleties of
research," Iovine said.

COURTESY OF LIZ HARMAN

Alexander Neuwelt, Chemistry major and
Fulbright recipient.

Sasha also named professors Gump
and Dwyer as significant in his appli
cation process.
"I believe that the year or two im
mediately following graduation is the
best time to go out and explore the
world a bit. Thus, I felt that the Ful
bright program is offering me an op
portunity to productively spend time
following graduation in a unique cul
tural environment." Neuwelt said.
"In addition to Sasha's personal
success, winning a Fulbright is a signal
that we are doing something very right
here at USD. Science is about collabo
ration, teamwork, creative thinking,
and mentorship. Our department has
done an especially good job of incor
porating research into the curriculum
and building a culture of research
where students work closely with fac
ulty investigating novel chemical and
biochemical problems," Iovine said.
This year, six USD students applied
for the scholarship.As Fulbright Schol
arship winners, Alexander (Sasha)
Neuwelt and Mary Kathleen McCann
will become alumnae of one the most
prestigious academic programs in
world.

Applications for all
positions on the
2007-2008 Vista
staff are available
NOW outside of UC
114B.
Don't miss your chance to join
this dynamic team!

Applications are
due Friday, May 4.
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Moroccan magazine editor lectures on press freedom
BY COURTNEY HOFFMAN
STAFF WRITER

In the Arab world, freedom of the
press is a taboo concept that renders the
watchdog duty of journalism at odds
with the state.
Aboubakr Jamai', former editor of
"Le Journal Hebdomadaire" of Casa
blanca and the 2003 recipient of the
International Press Freedom Award
elaborated on the constrained aspect
of the media on Wednesday, April 25,
in his lecture entitled "Freedom of the
Press and Media in the Middle East."
Jamai' has experienced his fair share
of encounters with the Moroccan
regime, including having a paper of his
banned in 2000 and receiving jail time
and a hefty fine in 2001. He discussed
the notion of freedom of the press and
its relation to democracy.
"Having gone through an experience
of ten years of trying to just do good

journalism and always fighting against
the [Moroccan] regime has taught me
a lesson," Jamai explained. "You don't
have freedom of press where you don't
have a democracy."
Although Morocco possesses more
qualities of democracy compared to
other Arab states, the country is still a
far cry from housing the critical demo
cratic must-haves, including a free press
devoid of state domination and political
redlines.
The history of the Middle East has
become a crucial backdrop to today's
lockdown on the autonomy of the
media. Jamai cited the region's turbu
lent history.
"Most of the Arab countries were
colonized [and later] gained their inde
pendence either through revolutionary
means or by the colonizers handing out
powers to illegitimate rulers," Jamai
said.
The result, according to Jamai, is

an immense reliance on nationalism
and patriotism that has been utilized to
quash dissent and perpetuate control.
When it comes to the press, redlines
are the most effective way to curb criti
cism. Morocco's three main redlines are
Islam, territorial integrity (a reference to
Western Sahara) and the monarchy. The
vague and general nature of Morocco's
redlines allows for a tight grip on what
journalists can publish.
"Newspapers run into problems
because we think it's our duty as jour
nalists to test those limits," Jama'i said.
"But when you have these non-detailed
qualifications, basically you give the
judge all the power to do whatever he
wants and whatever the regime wants."
However, despite the repressive
nature of Morocco and other countries
in the Arab world, the infiltration of
market economies has created an inde
pendent business community seeking
more and more freedom from the state.

This quasi-civil society has been able to
finance the working press in Morocco,
to which Jamai' attributed the survival
of his magazine.
The weighty influence of the Arab
news station A1 Jazeera has also been
a palpable force in combating the im
passes to an autonomous press. Jamai
conceded that A1 Jazeera is "much
freer" than other media in the region.
"[With A1 Jazeera] you find the first
signs of some kind of freedom of the
press in the national media because
the economics allow them to be selfsustainable and [that] allows them to
have some kind of editorial freedom,"
he said.
What remains clear is that there are
high stakes in the Arab world for jour
nalists seeking to expose the truth. In a
region wrought with censorship, redlines and a Big Brother- like watchful
ness, the objectivity and autonomy of
the press always remains on the line.

Senior Art Thesis
BY MAHINA TUTEUR
STAFF WRITER
Senior Alejandro Barrera presented his art thesis
last week, entitled "Ama." This incredibly personal
photographic exhibition featured portraits of Mexican
mothers in their homes. Barrera explained to a large
and very proud crowd in the Sacred Heart Gallery that
his project explored his Mexican-American identity while
paying respect to his mother. The gallery's inside was
furnished with a dining table and beautiful table cloth.
He celebrated the culmination of his work, along
with the art department, with a Mariachi band, carne
asada tacos and Mexican beers last Thursday night.
RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA
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ENTER FOR A CHANCE TO WIN A COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP*

Extended Weekend Hours
ih

Fri, May 4

th

7:30 am-9 pm
10 am-9 pm

KeyBank Education Loans
We're awarding $5,000
to five lucky winners one each month
from February to June.

V

Enter to win at
key.com/take5.

)

School is a challenge. Paying for it shouldn't be. That's
why KeyBank offers the Federal Stafford Loan with great
borrower benefits, including:
• Zero origination fees1
• 3.75% principal reduction2
• 0.25% interest rate reduction3
To select KeyBank as your lender, reference 813760
lender code when applying for federal loan funds through
your school.
Visit us online anytime at key.com/educate,
or call 1.800.KEY.LEND (1.800.539.5363).

Fri, May 1 I th 7:30 am - midnight
Sat, May 12 1 10am-midnight

Finals - Open 24 Hours

Monday - Friday: 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Saturday: 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. EST

KeyBank
* For scholarship rules, visit key.com/take5
' Subject to change at lender's discretion.
2

Receive a 3.75% principal reduction after 36 consecutive on-time monthly payments. For loans serviced at GLHEC or AES.
Loans serviced at Sallie Mae continue to be eligible for the Sallie Mae borrower benefit program. Subject to change at
lender's discretion.

3 Interest

rate reduction for students that select to have their monthly payments automatically deducted from their checking or

savings account.

©2007 KeyCorp

Open Sunday, May 13th at 10 am
Close Tuesday, May 22nd at 8 pm
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Most students want to be remembered for making a difference, but this doesn't have to take a
lifetime, and as these profiles suggest, it also doesn't have to wait until graduation.
Changing others' lives and accom
plishing something great can happen
now. Sure, getting an education
and doing community service, all
while having a social life, are both
respectable and admirable, but how
many lives have you changed for the
better?
When several USD students were
asked this question, their responses
were immeasurable. All of them have
started non-profit organizations to
better the lives of others.

Scott elvesrcrwn
BY MEGHAN ANDERSON
STAFF WRITER

Scott Chesrown started Bleed
Purple Foundation with the help of
his fraternity brothers of Delta Tau
Delta. The purpose of this non-profit
is to aid and support college students
who have some form of cancer. The
inspiration for this great endeavor
came from one of his fraternity broth
ers here at USD.

"The amount of support we
recieved from the Greek com
munity as well as the rest of
USD was astounding,"
Scott Chesrown.

Jeff Piatt was Chesrown's room
mate during his sophomore year and
the following summer. While he was
staying with Chesrown, he was feel
ing ill. He went to see a doctor many
times over the summer, but they could
not pinpoint the problem.
Doctors gave him a variety of free
samples of various medicines with
each visit; this became a running joke
between Chesrown and Piatt. Things
like "What'd they give you this time?
Heartburn medicine? Sweet!" were

often said, Chesrown says. This
humor did not last for long though; in
August, lumps were found in Piatt's
neck and arm. He had Hodgkin's
Lymphoma.
Two months later, the Delts held a
head-shaving auction in order to help
Piatt with his mounting medical bills;
men auctioned off their heads to be
shaved by women.
But it was more than the Delts who
came out and participated in this
event to show their support. Brothers
from all of the fraternities, men from
all the sports organizations and the
general male population from USD
all came to participate in the auction.
"The amount of support that we re
ceived from the Greek community as
well as the rest of USD was astound
ing," Chesrown said.
The shave-off ended up raising
more than $4,000 for Piatt, and in
spired the creation of Bleed Purple
by Chesrown and Piatt.
Now Bleed Purple is a recognized
tax-exempt charitable organization.
As of now, its main goal is to help
college students who are fighting
cancer with their medical bills and
tuition. All Delta Tau Delta philan
thropy proceeds now go to the Bleed
Purple foundation.
To help the foundation, you can
purchase Bleed Purple wristbands.
They are purple wristbands with a
rain drop shape on them that cost a
dollar each. These can be purchased
at www.bleedpurple.org or from a
Delt.
What is unique about Bleed Purple
is that everything it makes is a direct
contribution to the foundation.
"One hundred percent of donations
to the foundation are given back to
the college students. None of the ad
ministrators of the organization take
a cut," Chesrown said.

Chesrown is graduating this year,
and he does not plan to make Bleed
Purple his career. He is most likely
going into real estate.
"I will oversee Bleed Purple, but
hire someone else to do what I am
doing now, the CEO aspects," Ches
rown said.
However, Chesrown
has high
hopes and aspirations for the future.
Through the Unite Campaign, he
wants Bleed Purple to have raised
$10 million by 2010.
"Another important goal of the or
ganization is to unite Greeks every
where because the Greek world has
become so divided," Chesrown said.
A more personal aspiration is to
ultimately build a cancer research
facility where patients can live and
be treated in a place that doesn't feel
like a hospital.
"Those rooms that Jeff was in were
just so ugly and depressing. I want
the rooms in that future facility to be
more like hotel rooms," Chesrown
said.
Piatt had a relapse a little over a
month ago. He is in San Jose un
dergoing radiation treatment. Bleed
Purple continues to help him both
financially and emotionally.

Jemty Luttrefl
BY CHRISTINA WOODWARD
STAFF WRITER

One of the first phrases I heard from
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The 3rd annual Children's Cancer Network Fashion
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Models also walked the runway with dogs from "Heal
ing Paws," an animal assisted therapy program at
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21 year-old Jenny Luttrell was, "I am
not going to lie; I grew up a spoiled
brat."
At first I was taken aback by her
candor, but when I heard what she
went on to say, my feelings com
pletely changed. Luttrell's story is
one of a kind.
At the age of seven, she found out
that her younger brother, Jeff, was
diagnosed with acute lymphoblastic
leukemia.
On the Children's Cancer Network
website, Luttrell's parents write, "To
learn that your child has cancer is both
devestating and shocking because it
just is not supposed to happen."
From that day on, Jenny Luttrell's
vision for a cure would change for
ever.
Day in and day out Jeff would
go from hospital to hospital receiv
ing various kinds of treatments and
medications.
"I never saw it as something sad,
instead I thought my family was spe
cial," Luttrell said.
After a few months, visits to the
hospital became second nature for
the Luttrell family.
During one of Jeff's last bone
marrow transplants, Luttrell heard
crying coming from behind the cur
tain that separated Jeff and another
patient.
She later learned that the little girl
next to Jeff also suffered from leu
kemia, but her family was not finan
cially stable enough to support the
medical bills. The little girl ended
up dying that night from the cancer
and her family did not even have
enough money for gas to get home
to Phoenix.
At that moment Luttrell realized
that not everyone in the world had
money like her family did. Her
"spoiled brat" personality quickly
changed. She wanted to do some
thing for everyone who could not
afford the medical bills.
Luttrell began interning at the chil
dren's hospital in Phoenix, Arizona
and decided she wanted to take her
community service a step further.

In 2004 Luttrell started her own
non-profit organization called "Chil
dren's Cancer Network." Her orga
nization helps raise money to help
find a cure for leukemia and for fam
ilies who cannot pay their children's
medical bills.
The first fundraiser Luttrell held
was a fashion show with clothing
donated by Dillard's. 300 people
attended, and it raised $3,000. The
most recent fashion show she put on
raised $40,000 for Children's Cancer
Network.
Currently, Luttrell is planning an
other fashion show in 2007 which is
expected to raise over $50,000 and
have 800 attendees.
Jenny has been awarded a $10,000
scholarship to the University of San
Diego for her dedication to the com
munity.
She also just received the "Points
of Light" award that is presented by
the president of the United Sates of
America.
Jeff is now in his fifth year of re
mission and Luttrell plans on making
Children's Cancer Network nation
wide in the near future.

it alone. In the earlier days of the
program, all the old or broken bikes
were donated from around her neigh
borhood in Granite Bay in Northern
California.
This first batch was 10 to 20 fixedup bikes that were donated to children

"Education is the key to making
a difference in someone's life.
Helping people and changing
lives is really my top priority,"
Katelin Butcher.

in a 4-H program. Butcher got to set
all the bikes up in a big room, and
then the children came in and saw
their presents.
"Everyone was so excited to have
a bike," Butcher said. "It was very
moving to see their happiness."
Butcher kept this program going
through the twelfth grade. She got
into contact with her local Rotary, The
Granite Bay Rotary, in order to best
distribute the bikes. Every Christmas

they organize a present drive so that
underprivileged families can have
food and presents around the holi
days. This is where Butcher could
really put her efforts into giving the
bikes to those in need.
In order to have more old or broken
bikes donated, Butcher sent home
flyers about her program in the el
ementary school Wednesday folders.
She also put up flyers around the town
and bulletins in her church newslet
ter. Word-of-mouth was also a large
factor in enabling her non-profit or
ganization to grow.
At the same time, Butcher was
constantly talking to local businesses
and getting them to donate money to
Katelin's Kickstands.
Every year for six years she gave
a large number of fixed bikes to the
Rotary Christmas drive. As a result,
many children who may otherwise
never have had a bike in their lives
recieved a nice bike as a Christmas
present without straining the family's
budget.
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Now that Butcher is at USD, she no
longer runs Katelin's Kickstands. A
family friend does, but her education
here is still all about giving back. She
is choosing to study education and is
hoping one day to become a French
teacher.
"Education is the key to making a
difference in someone's life. Helping
people and changing lives is really my
top priority in life," Butcher said.
Butcher encourages students to start
non-profit organizations. She stresses
that it is not easy and is basically as
much work as having a job,but is
worth it.
In the end she says the joy and help
you bring to the people outweighs
the work.
All three of these students are ex
amples of USD's young adults fight
ing for a cause while changing others'
lives as well as their own.
To learn more about these non
profit organizations, visit www.childrenscancemetwork.org or www.
bleedpurple.org.

terats<

Kateiht Butcher
BY MEGHAN ANDERSON
STAFF WRITER

Katelin Butcher's non-profit orga
nization may not deal with cancer or
sickness, but it is no less important.
Butcher started a program called
Katelin's Kickstands when she was
only in the sixth grade. People would
donate old bikes to the program, and
then she would repair them and give
them to under-privileged children.
What prompted her to do this was
nothing more than an old bike of her
own.
"I had a bike that I could not ride
anymore, but I did not want to throw
away," Butcher said.
She and her mother brain stormed
and Katelin's Kickstands was born.
At first, Katelin, along with her
brother and father fixed up the bikes,
but eventually she was able to do
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EPA doesn't protect the environment

BY SARAH MILLER
OPINION EDITOR

In the wake of all the buzz about
global warming and the need to reduce
emissions, I've been trying simple things
to change my routines and reduce my
impact on the environment. Yet I find
it incredibly disheartening to see my
attempts at changing the environment
swallowed up by the mass of people
around me who are simply too lazy to
affect change in their lives.
This is strangely ironic, given that
recent New York Times and CBS News
polls overwhelmingly show that the ma
jority of Americans want regulations to
be in place on gasoline consumption and
emissions.
Admittedly, I drive a gas-guzzling
Ford truck- it's the only one I've got and

I love it. But I have been making a con
scious effort to drive less. I also replaced
the light bulbs in some of my lights with
fluorescent bulbs, I make sure to turn off
all of my appliances and lights when I
leave home, I'm using less hot water and
I recycle religiously.
However, I'm finding it difficult to see
the benefit in this behavior because so
many people are reluctant to follow suit
on their own accord. This lends some
credibility to Bill Maher's quote from
last week's Real Time, "Global Warming
is a problem that is so big that only the
government can fix it."
Indeed, unless there is legislation
compelling people to change their waste
ful behavior, Americans cannot be relied
upon to save the earth on their own.
That said, I am happy to see that the
Supreme Court has recently ruled that the
federal government has both the author
ity and the obligation to regulate green
house gases. Yet even with this obvious .
message, the Environmental Protection
Agency is still delaying giving governor
Arnold Schwarzenegger the necessary
federal waiver he needs to enact regulations on carbon dioxide emissions in

California.
Governor Schwarzenegger's proposal
is simple: enact a series of broad initia
tives that will reduce greenhouse gas
emissions from vehicles by 30 percent by
2016, and emissions from all sources by
25 percent by 2020. Yet in order to enact
these initiatives, the governor needs au
thority from the EPA.
Before the Supreme Court deci
sion, the EPA stated that it was unclear
whether or not it had the authority to
regulate emissions. Now, weeks after the
Supreme Court granted these privileges,
the EPA has still been delaying granting
the necessary waivers.
If global warming is truly the crisis
that the world's leading scientists claim
it to be, then the EPA and the federal gov
ernment should act as though we are in
the midst of a crisis. The time for debate
has long since passed, yet the actions of
the EPA show that the American people
are still being led by an administration
that is in denial about global warming.
I hope one day the EPA can live up to
its name. In the meantime I'll continue to
find ways to reduce my own impact on
the environment.

Have an Opinion?
Write a
Letter to the Editor.
All letters should be
less than 300 words.
Send by e-mail to
smiller@usdvista.com

Please include your
name and class level
or affiliation with
USD.

Alcohol Ban on beaches sparks a variety of opinions

Drinking on beaches: the aspiration
of all near-21-year olds
BY STEPHANIE DAUWE
STAFF WRITER

It's a beautiful Saturday afternoon in
sunny San Diego, and as I put my iPod
headphones in and start my run down
the boardwalk, I notice a confused man
struggling to set up a tent. By the time I
get back from my run 30 minutes later, a
party is in full swing with a keg, a beer
pong table, thirty people and Jimmy
Buffet blaring from the stereo. "Now this
is why I came to California," I think to
myself, marking off another day on the
countdown until the big two-one.
Barbeques often evolve into full
blown beach parties down here in Mis
sion Beach. Coming from Texas, I main
tain the opinion that beach parties are
the greatest thing since sliced bread, and
I kid you not when I say I am counting
down to my twenty-first birthday.
Hence, you can understand my abso
lute disgust when I heard that the city
officials of San Diego are considering
banning alcohol on the beaches. Yes, you
heard me, banning alcohol.
Now I'm a firm believer in logic, so
let's explore the practical benefits of
drinking on the beach. First of all, the
homeless population, makes the most of
people's drinking habits by recycling
cans for cash. You can get $1.50 for re
cycling a 30-pack of cans, and I'm sure
Mission Beach residents go through their
share of 30-packs. In this sense, drinking
is good for the environment, and is prac
tically charity work for the homeless.
We should also think about the rev
enue the city would lose if this ban goes
through. Beaches in San Diego are lined
with year-round vacation rentals. Think
of the revenue in real estate, and not to
mention booze, that would go down
the drain when fans of beach-side beer

pong choose to vacation in Florida in
stead. Supporters of this ban say that
local surfers who are upset about their
beaches being taken over by tourists
won't hve to face this problem. Even
though I don't surf, I find this under
standable.
If I am trying to do something I
take seriously and there are a bunch
of sloppy drunks stumbling around,
I wouldn't be happy either, but there
is room for compromise. I'm sure it
would be possible to have designated

Banning alcohol protects drivers and
beach community
BY NATALIE ZANZUCCHI
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

San Diego might be one of the last
places on earth I would prefer to be
during the Fourth of July. Just thinking
about the hordes of people flocking to the
beach, the numerous items my local Vons
will be out of for the entire weekend, the
sheer non-existence of parking in my Pa
cific Beach neighborhood and the inces
sant shouting of drunk males who think
a female's passing is an invitation makes

COURTESY OF AQUATICSAFETYGROUP.COM

San Diego is in the midst of a debate over whether drinking on the beach should be
allowed, especially on the Fourth of July.

"dry" beaches so that surfers can keep
their distance from drunken tourists.
Following my run, I stand on the
boardwalk and sip water out of my
Nalgene bottle while I watch a guy do
a keg stand. "Come join us!" they wave
to me, holding up the beer tap.
"Four more months," I yell back,
"but thanks anyway!" I turn to go
inside, saying a prayer that in four
months I'll be able to climb over the
sea wall with a frozen margarita and
join the Jimmy Buffet fans.

me cringe.
While spending a day drinking in the
sun, frolicking in the waves and watch
ing fireworks
from a well-staked-out
location in the sand sounds like a good
time in theory, but I know better. "Last
year," Fox 6 News reported, "[San Diego]
police made just under 900 arrests during
the four day holiday" and Pacific Beach
"stepped up its police presence" costing
taxpayers "about $750,000 last year."
I have friends who have had to ask
people not to urinate in their front yard

and have had to pick beer bottles, red
cups and other trash out of my yard after
the holiday. Every Fourth of July I feel
like the entire population of San Diego
County is driving their car to Mission,
Ocean or Pacific Beach.
Currently, drinking is permitted on
all three of these beaches from noon to
8 p.m. Imagine if all of those people in
all of those cars drank on those beaches
before getting back in their cars to head
east. Drunk drivers are more than scary,
they're deadly. Operating a vehicle while
intoxicated is just one of many danger
ous activities a celebrating beach-goer
may do. I haven't even mentioned how
dangerous swimming in the ocean, for
getting about your children swimming in
the water or throwing heavy game-related
objects like horseshoes could be.
Last year the Pacific Beach community
"narrowly favored seeking a year-round
beach-drinking ban," according to the
North County Times, but last September
Kevin Faulconer, city council representa
tive, convened a 12-member task force to
address a one day beach-drinking ban on
the Fourth of July already backed unani
mously by a PB planning group.
While I might go so far as to support
banning drinking on San Diego's famous
beaches year-round, the issue at hand
revolves around just one day in July. It
is not an outlandish request to ask locals
and visitors to refrain from drinking on
the beach during the holiday. There are
plenty of other locations (including a
variety of beachside bars) where partygoers can throw back a few.
For the sake of safety, saving money,
reducing trash and crime, I support a ban
against drinking on the beach during the
Fourth of July. Maybe then I would feel
like hanging around for the summer holi
day.
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BY BRIDGET DIXON

STAFF WRITER
Do you think that the Atkins Bar or
South Beach Snack you just purchased
in the bookstore or La Paloma is a good
substitute for a healthy, nutritional lunch?
Think again.
With all of the buzz concerning lowcarbohydrate fad diets, students in par
ticular are getting the wrong idea con
cerning the consequences of following
these eating regimens.
While some rather unreliable sources
claim that low-carbohydrate diets are
great for weight loss and maintaining a
svelte figure, more creditable sources in
cluding the American Board of Nutrition
and the National Council for Reliable
Health Information warn that adherence
to these come with many extremely dan
gerous risks.
Risks that should be of interest to col
lege students are those related to appear
ance. First, a low-carbohydrate, high-fat
diet increases the amount of purines
that are taken into the body. Purines are
broken down by uric acid in your blood.
The body will compensate for these
high purine levels by increasing pro
duction of uric acid. An excess of uric
acid causes a very unpleasant condition
called gout. For those of you who don't
know what comes with this disease, uric
acid crystals collect in your joints caus
ing pain, inflammation and stiffness.
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The collection of the crystals can lead to
large, bulbous lumps that protrude from
the affected area.
Another risk is known as keto-breath.
When you consume small amounts of
carbohydrates, you throw your body into
a condition called ketosis. Your body
normally breaks down carbohydrates in
order to supply itself with energy, but
when there are no carbs to break down
the liver starts to break down fat into
ketone bodies to supply the body with
the energy it needs.
An excess of ketone bodies are ex
creted through the breath and urine,
causing a pungent smell coming from
your mouth that has been described as a
cross between nail polish and over-ripe
pineapples. Trust me, this is not an at
tractive scent.
Besides these short-term consequenc
es, other internal risks can occur. Kidney
stones that are composed of calcium oxa
late and uric acid crystals can form in the
kidneys and then must be passed through
the urinary tract. This is an extremely
painful process; just ask anyone who
has experienced a kidney stone. Other
immediate, internal effects are decreased
athletic performance, fainting from loss
of fluids and electrolytes and reduced ef
fectiveness in your nervous system.
The long-term effects of the Atkins,
South Beach or other low-carbohydrate
diets are even scarier. Cancer risk in
creases as you lack high-fiber foods and

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA

Low carb diets increase the risk for serious health consequences that can be prevented by maintaining a balanced diet.

tend to eat only things high in fat.
Heart disease risk increases since
fatty foods raise cholesterol levels and
can lead to blockage of the main path
ways that the heart uses to pump blood
throughout your body. Also, low-carb
diets are often high in sodium which
causes a rise in blood pressure.
Perhaps one of the best reasons not to
start a low-carb fad diet is that these diets
do not actually lead to effective longterm weight control. While you may
see rapid weight loss in the first week of
the diet, mostly due to a reduced-calorie

Democratic presidential candidates rock downtown
BY STEPHEN BRITT

STAFF WRITER
After spending a long weekend at
the San Diego Convention Center this
past weekend listening to all but one of
the Democratic presidential candidates
speak, many themes emerged from just
about all of the candidates.
All focused on similar issues: the
Iraq War, healthcare and education but
there were many differences in both
the content of what was said as well as
how it was said.
Here is my overall impression of
each candidate at the Democratic Na
tional Convention:
Hillary Clinton - Many people either
like this woman or hate this woman,
although much of this seems to be
based on her personality. Because she
changes her stances based off of whom
she is speaking to, she often has been
called a political chameleon and has
been criticized for not taking stances
on controversial issues.
At the convention, her speech was
above average and met with a mixed
response. There were a handful of
hecklers who shouted at her, but this
did not throw her off.
In her speech, she pushed her idea
for universal healthcare as her main
priority if she were to get elected.
This was mixed in with personal an
ecdotes and heavy Bush-bashing to
win over the crowd. Her entrance was
grandiose, although she was the only
candidate to not shake hands with sup
porters on her way in.
Barack Obama - As a newcomer
to the political game, Barack's great

est criticism comes from the fact that
many people are unsure of where he
stands on issues.
His speech oozed his famous charis
ma and a sort of magic hung in the air;
it felt as if the crowd was hanging onto
his words and exploding in applause at
every stance he would push. At many
points he had to yell simply to speak
over the non-ending cheering that he
received from the large crowd.
Focused mostly on the idea of
changing America from the world's
adversary to a role model, he spoke
at great length on trying to eliminate
bitter partisanship from national poli
tics.
John Edwards - Known almost en
tirely for his run with John Kerry for the
position of Vice President, Edwards is
back on the trail and is currently third
in polls. Since the first Democratic
debate, he has been criticized heav
ily for spending $400 on haircuts and
charging them to his campaign costs.
Edward's speech was met with ap
proval from the party loyal and got
many standing ovations.
Edwards
took a populist stance in his speech,
constantly pounding in the idea that he
would work hard for the lower classes
of America and push stongly for civil
rights.
He also gave the highest ringing
approval of unions from all of the can
didates, saying that they "created the
middle class in America."
Bill Richardson - As one of the most
experienced but least known candi
dates, Richardson is a long-shot for
the nomination. However, his speech
was probably one of the best ones of
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the convention.
He mixed in many jokes and seemed
very charismatic, but he took strong
stands and laid out plans for all of his
major issues.
Many in the crowd made remarks
like "he reminded me a little of Bill
Clinton in 1992," comments that could
prove very good for his chances.
Chris Dodd - somewhat unknown
on the West Coast, this Connecticut
senator received an embarrassingly
bad response from the crowd.
As he spoke, people continued to
talk in the audience and at times I felt
like he was the unpopular kid running
for school president in junior high
school. His stances were very simi
lar to Hillary Clinton's, and he subtly
seemed to be saying that if you agree
with Hillary but don't want to admit it,
you should vote for him.
Dennis Kucinich - Also somewhat
of a nationwide stranger, this con
gressman has a very hardcore group of
supporters, most of which seemed to
be at the convention.
His stances were the most radi
cal of those who spoke; he pushed
hard for impeaching President Bush,
restructuring the different cabinet de
partments and adding a Department of
Peace. Although mocked by some for
his quirky speaking style, he received
a warm response from his more liberal
base of supporters that were present.
The convention was a great resource
to undeceided voters and allowed at
tendees to see the wide variety of
stances by different candidates beyond
just the shallow image that has been
projected about them in the media.

intake, the long-term research shows
that this only leads to larger cravings
and consumption of foods that are high
in sugar and fat.
When you go to buy an Atkins Bar
between classes or decide to order an
In-N-Out Burger without the bun, think
again. Instead, think about starting
a more balanced diet with a variety of
fruits, vegetables, dairy products, whole
grains and beans. People should care
about their lifestyles more than fad diets
that are dangerous for their long term
health.
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Attempts to clean up professional athletes' images fail
BY CLAY TOLBERT

Paul Tagliabue, both in 2006, we seem
to have two leagues trying to "one-up"
each other in an effort to clean up their
leagues' images.
After suspending Titans' defensive
juggernaut Pacman Jones for the en
tirety of the upcoming 2007 season,
Goodell issued this statement: "We
must protect the integrity of the NFL.
The highest standards of conduct must
be met by everyone in the NFL because
it is a privilege to represent the NFL,
not a right."
It seems also that the punishment
of infractions no longer extends solely
to players. After unfairly ejecting Tim
Duncan in a late season game, 30-year
NBA official Joey Crawford found
himself suspended "indefinitely" by
commissioner Stern. Perhaps feeling
the heat to dole out another punish
ment, Goodell knocked Chicago Bears
standout linebacker Brian Urlacher
$100,000 for wearing a Vitamin Water
hat to a Super Bowl press conference;
this is a violation because Gatorade was
the official drink of the Super Bowl.
Did Pacman Jones deserve to be
suspended? Of course. He has had 10
police-related incidents since joining
the Titans, one where he bit a Georgia
police officer. And yes, Crawford's
ejection of Duncan was ridiculous. Yes,
Urlacher broke protocol by wearing the
wrong hat.
However, do such violations warrant
indefinite suspension and a $100,000

STAFF WRITER

Professional athletes are idiots. This
is no secret; that is why we love them.
The average person may not readily
admit it, but the public at large really
does want professional athletes to spit
in the faces of referees, have the intel
lectual maturity of a third-grader and
shoot those who took the money they
were "makin' it rain" with. Why? Be
cause it is so much more entertaining
than the alternative.
We all remember the "business
casual" dress code instituted for the
2006 season by NBA commissioner
David Stern. In an effort to "clean up"
the league's image, Stern, at his most
paternalistic, asked that players adhere
to a strict dress regimen in a league
where players already had a uniform.
The players as a whole were not too
happy. The biggest gripe came from the
rule that stated, "No chains, pendants,
or medallions can be worn over the
player's clothes" (espn.com).
Many felt that the rule was racist,
many simply felt it was superfluous, but
regardless of its motivations it marked
the beginning of a drastic change in the
NBA.
Not far behind, NFL commissioner
Roger Goodell began following suit and
putting the clamps down on his play
ers. After the inception of the NBA's
dress code and Goodell's succession of

COURTESY OF NFL.C0M
Roger Goodell, NFL Commissioner, left, standing with 2007 number one draft pick
JaMarcus Russell.

fine? I cannot say. What I can say is
that it seems the growing trend between
the two largest professional sporting
leagues is to make their leagues seem,
at best, wholesome, and at worst, pro
fessional. Yet anyone with half a brain
knows that the players are neither.
Rather, instead of forcing the players
to align themselves with strict rules and
policies, why not allow them to get off

the hook with only a slap on the wrist?
I cannot speak for everyone, but I
miss the days of Michael Irvin snorting
coke with 10 hookers in a hotel room
and Jose Canseco driving under the in
fluence at 180 mph in his Ferrari with
a loaded pistol in the passenger's seat.
They may not have been "wholesome,"
but players at that time sure were en
tertaining.

27. French school
28. Romanian river
29. Notetaker
30.
Hawkins Dance
31. Muslim dignitaries
32. Illicit meeting
34. F.
Fitzgerald
37. Blow up
38. Italian grandmother
39. C. esculenta
45. Show off
46. Worker's protection agncy.

47. Nod off
48. Sound component
49. Online periodical
50. Warrior princess
51. College of
and Sciences
52. Horace
53. Rise and fall of the ocean
54. Person of action
55. Pea variety
57. Miraclefertilizer
58. Capek drama
59. Gratuity
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42. Goals
43. Bandleader Brown
44. Golden rule word
45. Treed area
47. Expectorated
48. In addition
49. Praise
52. Kiss in a letter
53. Points for a QB
56. Solely
57. Senior's final accomplishment
60. Buy-in
61. Aggressive meeting
62. Lightbulb for inventors
63. Suck in air
64. Like it
65. Person under investigation

ACROSS
1. Left side of a ship
5. Actress Hoffman
10. Vistas UM
14. "Happily
after!"
15. When it
, it pours
16. Part for a theater major
17. Affliction for soon-to-be-grads
19. Roman music halls
20. Dynamite
21. He had a dragon
22. Sing like Heidi
23. Big to-do
24. Oozed bodily fluid
26. Cease and
29. Setting for Anna's school
30. Form a lap
33. Course for Bio. Majors
34. Sly's last name
35. Transporter to the ER
36. The big event for grads
40. Pub offering
41. Newsanchor Arledge
Last Week's Puzzle Solved:
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DOWN
1. Annoying person
2. Place to make brownies
3. Lease
4. Beginning of cycle?
5. Handcuff
6. Worms and small fish
7. Nip
8. Pasta ending
9. Suffix for heir
10. Litter
11. Hotel chain
12. To the sheltered side
13. Pact
18. Mr. Holland had one
22. Chandler's getaway destination
from Janice
23. Movie
24. Ecologically similar community
25. Bowling or penny
26. Sticker
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ATTENTION STUDENTS,
FACULTY, & STAFF!
Do you have United Health Care Dental
Insurance?
Here's part of what your plan covers:
- 50% Deductible
- $1500 benefits per year
-100% coverage on cleanings, exams and
X-rays
-80% coverage on fillings, root canals, and
periodontal treatment.
-50% coverage on crown, bridge and
dentures.
Dr. Marc Bowers is now accepting patients with United Health Care
Dental Insurance!
Marc Bowers, DDS
3737 Moraga Ave, B-206
San Diego, CA 92117

hike, dozens of courses to golf, lakes to sail, rivers to fish,
and a world-class kayak course carving its way through a

Call: (858) 273-0700

downtown that's legendary for its entertainment and
gaming and for an arts and culture scene that's refreshing
and renowned. Graduate to a vacation that's on
everyone's deans list. Escape to Reno-Tahoe from San

3rd Month FREE!
Call for more details and reserve your space today!

Offer valid at Hotel Circle & Fashion Valley Ideations only. For n e w customers only.
Subject to availability. On select units — white supplies last Expires 5/31/07.

Self
A'*
Storage
www.alstorage.com
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Hotel Circle
2245 Hotel Circle South

619-295-5255

Look for us at the University
Center on 5/9 and 5/10 from 9-3
and get 1 FREE box. Get 2 more
FREE boxes with each rental!
*For students only -while supplies last

9 a.m. to 6 p.m. M-F
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. S-S

Fashion Valley
1501 Frazee Road

619-296-5200

More locations to serve you Including Morena — Bay Park
1190-B W Morena Blvd. /

Diego with Southwest Airlines. To book your flight today
go to FlyRenoTahoe.com/Southwest or
c 3' l 1 - 6 8 8 - 4 8 9 - 2 8 7 7 .
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Office Hours:

After you've closed the books on another semester, treat
yourself to recess at a higher level. At Reno-Tahoe, you'll
find a place where notion, entertainment and culture are
anything but textbook. You'll find mountains to bike and

619-267-6777
; IMR. mm mm <1
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"Diggers" finds cascade of charm
BY CLAY TOLBERT
STAFF WRITER

BY ANDREW MARZONI
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR

This year's Coachella Festival
was face-meltingly, mind-blowingly,
extra-incredibly awesome, to say the
very least. As I was one of select few
(i.e. 60,000) lucky attendants of the
festival and extremely presumptuous,
I thought it would be appropriate to
bestow awards upon those musicians
and performers whom I thought did a
particularly good job of rocking my
socks off. So, ladies and gentlemen,
allow me to announce the winners of
the first annual Coachella Awards, or
Zonis:
Performer Most Likely to Die
While On Stage
This award definitely goes to Shaun
Ryder of the Happy Mondays. Though
only 45, Ryder has had more highly
publicized drug problems throughout
his career as an accomplished lyricist
than anyone else I've ever heard of
(perhaps excluding Keith Richards).
Ryder looked quite haggard as he
stood in front of the drum set, hardly
moving and never expressing any
emotion.
Best Showman I've Ever Seen
Eugene Hutz, frontman of Gogol
Bordello, was nothing short of amaz
ing as he jumped into the sowdy audi
ence on Friday night, crowd-surfing
on a bass drum, conducting his quasicircus of a band with his acoustic
guitar and yelling obscenities in Rus
sian.
Performer I Would Most Likely
Change My Sexual Orientation for
Who knows if he would ever
want me, but James Murphy of LCD
Soundsystem is a songwriter too bril
liant for his genre. And who knew at
36 the guy could dance so well, even
while playing the cowbell and wear
ing a white suit!
Most Likely Candidate for God
Carlos D of Interpol (see page 19).
Most Shameless Self-Referential
Guest Appearance
When the Jesus and Mary Chain
invited Scarlett Johansson on stage to
sing "Just Like Honey," it was if they
were saying, "We know that you kids
only know about us because of this
one song that was in 'Lost in Trans
lation.' So here is the star of 'Lost in
Translation' to sing it with us!"
Moment When My Spine
Attained a Level of Tingling I
Was Certain Would Result in an
Aneurism
Gillian Welch and David Rawlings' tight harmonies on the chorus of
"Elvis Presley Blues," while wearing
rhinestoned and tassled white Nash
ville suits.

It is not very often that you see
a movie that completely redefines
cinema and the way in which we view
film. "Diggers," an independent film
written by Comedian Ken Marino, and
directed by Katherine Dieckmann, is
no exception.
I showed up at the Landmark Ken
Cinema in Kensington feeling about
as awkward as I did when I, unknow
ing of the content, watched "Kinsey"
with my mom. It was as though I had
stepped into another time and place,
and everyone knew I didn't belong
there. Needless to say, I knew very
little of the Kensington area hereto
fore, but I was elated to find a part of
town brimming with small-town rustic
charm with an old movie theater that
perfectly defined it.
There was one screen, two people
working and only three others in the
theater. I was told when I bought my
popcorn that it was said to be, by both
San Diego Magazine and theater regu
lars alike, the "best in town." To me
popcorn is popcorn, but the feeling I
got watching the movie in such an en
chanting theater was sublime.
Short of genius James L. Brooks'
works, there are few "romantic-dramedies" that offer as much depth and
soul as "Diggers" does. Though not
tantamount to the films of the afore
mentioned, "Diggers" gives a hilarious
and genuine examination of life told
through the eyes of a group of New
York clam diggers in the mid-late 70s.
The film primarily follows Hunt,
played by Paul Rudd. He is a clam
digger, whose father was a clam digger,
whose father was a clam digger, and

WWW.MOVIEWEB.COM
Maura Tierney as Gina and Paul Rudd as h it in the indie film "Diggers."

whose father, I would surmise, was
a clam digger. He lives in a beat up,
drab, pint-sized town outside New
York City, where the only thing more
prevalent than the monotony is the
smell of shellfish.
I almost feel as though I want to
like the movie more than it deserved,
because, suffice to say, the movie wins
no awards for originality. There is the
huge corporation making an already
unenviable life more difficult for the
townsfolk by buying up the waters
and hoarding all the clams. There is
the protagonist, a single male whose
marriage fell apart, that battles the
demons of his dead parents and a feel-

ing of languish when his hidden talent
clearly shows he is meant for "bigger
and better" things. And there are the
townspeople. Distraught over the state
of their lives, in the end they attain
some form of catharsis through the allconquering power of love. As I said,
nothing we have not seen before.
However, the writing is poignant,
the acting, excellent and the evocation
of being lost in life is spot on. It may
have just been the theater or the area
of town, but either way I left satisfied
with the heartfelt "romantic-dramedy"
in a way few of its genre usually make
me do. You know, maybe that popcorn
did taste a little better...

Little English Monkeys grow up on new record
BY NICK PETERSON
STAFF WRITER

"Worst Nightmare's" production cre
ates a finer, more stable album.
As the album progresses, the Mon
keys stray away from the energetic
fever that kept toe-tapping, fingersnapping fans hooked. While steps into

The Arctic Monkeys won my ears
through clever innuendos and tonguein-cheek story-telling. They assaulted
the scene with raucous riffs straight
out of Jimmy Page's book. I led a per
sonal celebration when the
Monkeys stole air time from
Nickelback. So witnessing
steps away from single "I
Bet You Look Good On the
Dance Floor" dampened the
album's effect. Now only a
few tracks greatly deviate
from the Monkey style.
True, "Worst Nightmare"
could use more line crossing.
Minor chords do replace the
majors. Failed relationships
supercede dance floors as the
new lyrical content. Tastes of
inconsistency chip away at
the impeccable Monkey-style.
However, "Favourite Worst
WWW.MYSPACE.COM/ARCTICM0NKEYS Nightmare" still provides a

Amidst a number of exceptional re
leases this sping, Alex Turner and the
Arctic Monkeys tossed their
hats into the ring with their
new album "Favourite Worst
Nightmare."
As a recently recovered
addict of "Whatever People
Say I Am, That's What I'm
Not," I was eager to get my
mitts on this 12-track compi
lation. Fortunately, I was able
to find my fix of the patented
Arctic Monkey swagger and
edgy enthusiasm. The band
continues their campaign
against the banal. "Flourescant Adoulescant" highlights
their progress in this direc
tion. "Worst Nightmare's"
initial tracks, specifically
England's Arctic Monkeys pose before a show,
"Balaclava," signify a tighter
sound from a group that has grabbed a new directions are appreciated, such as
hold of the reins. You will find the same the dreamy lullaby "Only Ones Who
explosive, driving passion that "What Know," the absence of their lively style
ever People Say I Am" contained. Yet takes away from the album's potential.

number tracks that are sure
to keep fans dancing.
If you're searching for an album to
add some flare to your playlists, look
no further.
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Tales from the Coachella Music & Arts Festival
Two Vista writers brave the desert heat for great shows, better people watching
BY CHRISTIE OSBORNE
STAFF WRITER

Over the course of three days in
the desert with temperatures hover
ing near the triple digits, Andrew P.
Marzoni and I decided the best thing
to do was walk and stand around with
tens of thousands of other people and
let some music pummel my eardrums.
I took notes.
Friday April 27, 2007
4:39 a.m. Set up mansion-like
tent with Andrew. Determined that if
scenesters take off their tight jeans and
pointy boots they melt into a puddle of
hipness, thus our neighbors are still in
said clothes.
2:04 p.m. Comedians of Comedy in
the Gobi tent. Patton Oswalt asks us all
to sit down because he knows that hip
sters have weak knees. Zack Galifianakis strips to a red Annie dress and lip
syncs to "Tomorrow" while displaying
signs like "I would start a revolution,
but I just bought a hammock."
4:33 p.m. Tilly and the Wall + se
quins + colored lights = Candyland of
music. A girl in front of me is wear
ing hot pants and Napoleon Dynamite
space boots.
6:40 p.m. The lead singer of the
Arctic Monkeys looks like a hobbit.
7:17 p.m. Drunk, overweight super
fans flash stage.
8:20 p.m. Jesus and Mary Chain
play a new song. I believe they stole
the melody from Wilco's "Spider
Kicksmoke." Scarlett Johansson comes
out for "Just Like Honey."
9:25 p.m. Up front waiting for In
terpol... Fat smelly woman and blonde
dude in Brooks Brothers shirt grind in
front of me.
9:55 p.m. Andrew determines that
Carlos D is in fact God with a bolo tie,
a moustache and a bass.
10:20 p.m. Sonic Youth is still play
ing. Ooh, look at that nice patch of
grass. I could almost lie down and rest
my eyes, just for a minute.
11:03 p.m. DJ Shadow entertains as
do the dancing, tripped-out kids with

the glow sticks. Accessory award for
the day goes to Dr. Scholl's Gel Pads
which fit nicely in my Chucks.
Saturday April 28, 2007
8:13 a.m. Temperature in our tent
actually exceeds that of Earth's core.
12:00 p.m. I am frisked by a very
polite CSC worker, and in for the
second day.
1:45 p.m. Make beer garden friends
like Gabriel, the Rage fan from Jersey
with tiger striped pink and black hair.
3:10 p.m. Down tempo Bloc Party
remix from Steve Aoki and DJ Heath
er. Orange Mohawk + beer gut + green
tutu + rainbow umbrella = a man ready
for techno in the Sahara tent.
4:20 p.m. Shower in my own sweat
while waiting for Hot Chip who made
me further dehydrate myself due to
their synth rhythms.
5:49 p.m. Accessory award for the
day goes to my bandana for working as
a towel, blanket, and so much more.
7:05 p.m. The Decemberists are at
tacked by a whale onstage while play
ing "The Mariner's Revenge." Only
Colin Meloy survives.
7:45p.m. Found USD alums. Arcade
Fire, "Neighborhood #1 (Tunnels)":
Ok guys, move up on my signal.
9:15 p.m. Barrel through the crowd
blindly following a friend to get within
spitting distance of Flea.
p.m. I lost my watch, potentially
while men were simultaneously shov
ing, jumping and kicking shins, but the
Chilis necessitate this sort of anarchy.
Later The Good, the Bad, & the
Queen take to the outdoor stage. I
shower with a water bottle.
Sunday April 29, 2007
/ :07p.m. Why in the name of Carlos
D would you wear white pumps to a
festival?
1:37 p.m. Andrew and I determine
that camped out Rage fans will most
likely hate Manu Chao most of all art
ists they sit through while waiting for
De La Rocha and co.
2:16 p.m. I want to be the hype
(wo)man on the stage for Lupe
Fiasco.
2:54 p.m. Tapes 'n Tapes aren't

good live. How did I forget this?
3:35 p.m. While funking out to the
Coup: Lupe Fiasco is standing right
next to me.
4:37 p.m. Explosions in the Sky
melt faces with instrumental rock.
5:28 p.m. If Carlos D is God, a drum
solo from ?Love signals the second
coming.
6:40 p.m. Ricky Wilson of the
Kaiser Chiefs scales the scaffolding. I
make friends with an Australian who
tries to get me to see Crowded House.

CHRISTIE OSBORNE/THE VISTA

Zach Galifianakis and the Comedians of Comedy make fun of Dubya and Dane Cook.

Editor's Picks Event Calendar
May 3-9
Thursday. Mav 3
"Glass Cord" opens @
USD Studio Theatre
7:30 p.m.
Fridav. Mav 4
Matt Maher @
UC Forum A/B
7 p.m.
"The Valet" opens @
Landmark Hillcrest Cinema
3965 5th Ave.
San Diego, CA 92103
Saturdav. Mav 5
Fifty on Their Heels @
The Beauty Bar
4746 El Cajon Blvd.
San Diego, CA 92115
(21+)

CHRISTIE OSBORNE/THE VISTA

Jose Gonzalez sings sweetly and softly with his classical guitar in the Gobi tent.

7:38 p.m. Jose Gonzalez has stolen
Coachella's soul and put it in his clas
sical guitar so that he might give it
back in the form of "Crosses."
9:25 p.m. Air is delayed, so Paris
Hilton and friends pose on stage for
pictures.
10:40 p.m. Rage finds the stage
almost as slowly as Spinal Tap, no
riots ensue. What a disappointment.
4:05 a.m. (Monday) I wobble back
home for a much needed shower and
some quality time with my bed.

Sundav. Mav 6
Black Rebel Motorcycle Club &
The Fratellis @
House of Blues
1055 5th Ave.
San Diego, CA 92101
(21+)

Minus the Bear @
Belly Up Tavern
143 S. CedrosAve.
Solana Beach, CA 92075
(21+)
Monday. Mav 7
Aqualung @
House of Blues
1055 5th Ave.
San Diego, CA 92101
(All Ages)
Tuesday. Mav 8
Bright Eyes @
Soma
3350 Sports Arena Blvd.
San Diego, CA 92110
(All Ages)
Wolfmother @
Viejas Casino Concerts in the Park
5005 Willows Rd. #213
Alpine, CA 91901
(All Ages)
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Jack, Pablo &
Ben take the
Sports Center

Symphony celebrates
Beethoven's youth
BY MARK HEISEY
COPY EDITOR

Celebrating the return from their
first international tour, the University
of San Diego Symphony Orchestra
performed "Young Beethoven in
Vienna" on Friday and Sunday under
the direction of Dr. Angela Yeung.
Beethoven's work was chosen
in celebration of the anniversary
of his death 170 years ago. Three
of Beethoven's works were pert formed, all of them written during
Beethoven's first decade in Vienna
early in his career. The selections were
the "Overture to Die Geschopfe des
Prometheus," "Piano Concerto No. 2
in Bb," and "Symphony No. 2 in D,"
featuring Grace Ho on piano.
The orchestra also performed
"Fantasy for Xylophone and Piano
(with bass drum obligato)," a work
commissioned for the Mexico tour by
Adam Johnson, who graduated from
USD in 2000, and arranged for broth
ers Andres Ramirez on xylophone,
Mario Ramirez on piano and Daniel
Ramirez on bass drum. Jacob Dabia
Nieto, assistant director of the Tijuana
Youth Orchestra, also directed the per
formance of Canciones Musicales, a
traditional Mexican folk piece.
Of the 15 musicians from the Ti
juana Youth Orchestra who went on
tour with the University of San Diego
Symphony Orchestra, 11 were fea
tured in last weekend's performances,
giving the audience a glimpse of the
collaboration that took place between
the two orchestras, which included
47 touring musicians. The orchestra's
recent tour took them to Acambaro
and Irapuato, Mexico for one week,
where they played 18 pieces at four
performances, culminating in a Palm
Sunday performance. The tour was
made possible largely by the efforts of
the Trans-Border Institute.
Yeung screened a short documen
tary from the orchestra's trip to Ti
juana, which will be shown again at
the Second Annual Music Program
Year-End Concert Sunday at 2 p.m.
in Shiley Theatre. The concert is free
with donations at the door for the
Anne Catherine Swanke Memorial
Scholarship and Sister Rossi Music
Scholarship. The concert will feature
performances by USD music faculty,
as well as all USD music ensembles.

Christie Osborne's
Top 10 Boy/Girl Duet Groups
Mates of State
The Mamas & The Papas
The Arcade Fire
Tilly and the Wall
Damien Rice & Lisa Hannigan
Broken Social Scene
The B-52s
The New Pornographers
The Raveonettes
Stars

BY CHRISTIE OSBORNE
STAFF WRITER

WVWV.MYSPACE.COM/PAniSMITH

Patti Smith with Tibetan monks at Carnegie Hall in February.

Patti Smith digs up the roots of
punk rock with a cover album
The difference lies in three areas.
First of all Smith does an amazing job
taking her listener back to the height of
One might call 1975 the pinnacle rock 'n' roll; she covers songs from Jef
year in the development of all things ferson Airplane to The Stones with such
truly punk. It was the year that The zeal that one actually feels the message
Ramones put out their first album, the in the music.
Second, Smith is one of the few
year Richard Hell wrote the NY scene
people
that has any business doing re
anthem "Blank Generation" and the
year that both The Sex Pistols and The makes of songs by the The Beatles and
Bob Dylan. She was there when it was
Jam formed.
It was also the year that Patti Smith, all going on; she was friends with these
punk's often-underappreciated fem-star people.
Third, the fact that a hall of fame
wordsmith, released her debut album
rock
star like Smith isn't afraid to record
"Horses."
token
songs from her newer favorites
Though many punks may deny this,
Smith and other punk rockers like Joey Nirvana and Tears for Fears really says
Ramone, Johnny Rotten and Mr. Hell something. Yes, she covers "Smells Like
found influences in the work of many Teen Spirit" and "Everybody Wants to
of the big 1960s rock bands. The work Rule the World," but she's one of the
of artists like The Beatles, The Rolling few people I'd actually enjoy hearing of
Stones, The Doors and Jimmy Hendrix doing such things.
"Twelve" is undoubtedly a transition
contributed greatly to musical and social
album
for Smith. She just got initiated
basis of the movement.
into
the
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame
Over 30 years since her debut, Patti
Smith pays tribute to artists such as and is probably filling time and keeping
these in her new album "Twelve." It is fans happy while she writes new stuff.
It seems that Smith has wanted to
what people call a "cover" album, in
that Smith covers 12 songs of artists make this record for a long time. Al
though she doesn't do much to alter or
who have greatly influenced her.
Albums like this are certainly always rewrite the songs, they have her distinct
a risk, as they do not really represent feel to them, and for that they are worth
any new material or growth from an a lot.
By covering artists and songs that
artist and are often seen as necessitating
are monumental and popular, Smith
little talent to record.
guarantees
a good listen for all levels of
"Twelve," however, is quite different
listener.
Check
it out; it will be worth
from numerous other cover songs and
albums put out by musicians in the past. the time.
BY SAM WOOLLEY
STAFF WRITER

What are you
listening to?
This is where we tell you
what should be on your
iPod

Andrew Marzoni's
Top 10 Boy/Girl Duet Groups
Peter Bjorn & John
Coconut Records
The Velvet Underground & Nico
The Kills
The Postal Service
Rentals
Stars
Gillian Welch & David Rawlings
Metric
Pretty Girls Make Graves

For all of you who complain
that there is nothing fun to do on
campus, take a break from com
plaining and check out two nights
of comedic and musical bliss up at
the Sports Center brought to you by
Associated Students on May 8 and
9.
Chelsea Pacino, sophomore and
AS Director of Showcase, com
ments, "I'm really impressed with
the talent level of the artists this
year and I hope students have a lot
of fun. I think the two night show is
a great way to end the year."
Next Tuesday, May 8 at 9 p.m.
Pablo Francisco makes a triumphant
return to USD's campus. Although
he performed in 2005 to a sold out
show at the UC, this appearance
looks to shame other comedy per
formances USD has hosted.
Best known for his impressions,
Francisco has been featured in his
own half hour special on Comedy
Central, and he has worked on
shows like "Mind of Mencia" and
"ILL-ustrated." Tickets for this
show are on sale at USD's box
office, and as if you needed extra
incentive to go, they are only $5
for students. AS will be charging
$17 for the general public, so stop
by and hand over some money. You
won't regret it.
The second half of the AS double
feature is presented by AS Concerts,
the people who have brought you
artists like HelloGoodbye, Jurassic
5 and Maroon 5 in the past, but this
year they have moved their annual
big show into a more intimate
venue. Jack's Mannequin will take
the stage in the Sports Center and
he will be joined by special guest
Ben Kweller.
Jack's Mannequin - otherwise
known as the band with that piano
dude from Something Corporate
- has struck radio gold with pop
power hit "Mixed Tape." Ben
Kweller recently released his third
album, a self-titled release where
he plays every instrument on the
album. Tickets for the show are
again $5 for students, but $20 for
the public.
"I
am
really
excited
about
this
show
because
we've booked some amazing
artists that would not normally be
seen touring together. Because they
have such distinctive sounds, it
is going to be a one time only,
custom blended musical fusion of
mythical proportions. It should be
pretty magical ... and rockin" Laura
Robertson, AS Director of Concerts,
sophomore said. So, give yourself
a study break and head over to the
box office and buy your tickets.
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Rolling
Patriots gather
a Moss

BY PATRICK BRADY
SPORTS EDITOR

The 2007 NFL draft experienced
it's share of surprises this past week
end at the Radio City Music Hall
in New York. Brady Quinn had a
dramatic fall from grace to the no.
22 pick of the draft (from a potential
no. one pick), the Eagles drafted a
quarterback with their first pick
(despite having Donovan McNabb)
and for the fourth year in a row the
Lions drafted another highly-touted
wide receiver with their selection of
Calvin Johnson as the no. two pick.
However, no move was more sur
prising than the New England Patri
ots acquisition of the disgruntled but
electrifying wide receiver Randy
Moss from the Oakland Raiders.
The Patriots acquired the receiver
in a trade with Oakland during the
second day of the draft in a deal
that sent Moss to New England for
one insignificant fourth round draft
pick (no. 110 to be exact). Experts
have been critical of Moss as of late,
citing the receiver's propensity for
stirring unrest in the locker room
and his disinterest in playing hard
on a losing team.
Nevertheless, Moss still clocks
his 40-yard dash time in just under
4.3 seconds, which means if he stays
healthy and dedicates himself to
winning football games, Tom Brady
will feed him the rock consistently.
Moss joins a Patriot team that
has had an extraordinary off-season.
Head coach Bill Belichick and VP
of player personnel Scott Pioli have
been very busy following their loss
to the Colts in the AFC title game in
January.
In addition to acquiring Moss, the
duo has also added all-pros Dante
Stallworth from Philadelphia and
Adalius Thomas from Baltimore.
The Patriots also slapped the fran
chise tag on Pro Bowl cornerback
Asante Samuel, keeping him in
New England for one more year and
away from the lucrative contracts
that await him in free agency.
The Patriots have typically sought
after "character guys" that fit well in
their system of sacrificing for the
better of the team, but the acquisi
tion of Moss indicates that the team
will accept nothing short of postsea
son success. Now that Brady finally
has comprable offensive weapons to
that of Peyton Manning, it appears
as though the road to Super Bowl
XLII will go through New England.

Sports
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NFL draft selections surprise fans
BY NICK PETERSON
STAFF WRITER

As another April drew to a close,
sports fans across the nation were
treated to the annual delight of the NFL
draft. The yearly showcase always
guarantees glimpses into franchises'
futures, multimillion-dollar contracts
for heroes of the collegiate gridiron
and temporary breaths of hope for De
troit Lions fans.
Whether you're a die-hard stat
cruncher or just an admirer of Brady
Quinn's stunning looks, the draft will
certainly catch your eye. This year's
hullabaloo was no exception.
With the first overall pick, the Oak
land Raiders selected LSU Quarter
back Jamarcus Russell. Russell joins
Billy Cannon as the only Louisiana
State Tiger to be drafted first overall.
While the pick was hardly a surprise, it
will be interesting to see how Russell's
pro career pans out in Oakland.
Can he ignite the Raiders abysmal
offense? Is the 6 foot 5 inch, 256
pound Russell enough to motivate the
sputtering Raider offense from a year
ago?
The Detroit Lions selected Georgia
Tech wide receiver Calvin Johnson
with the second pick. In the last six
years, the Lions have selected a wide
receiver four times with their first
round picks. Fourth time's a charm.
In actuality, this was seen as one of
the most solid selections in the first
round. Johnson is the most talented
player in the 2007 draft. Either way, it
will be highly entertaining to see what
he can do for Detroit.
Rounding out the rest of the top five,
the Cleveland Browns took Wisconsin
lineman Joe Thomas third overall,
Clemson defensive end Gaines Adams
was taken fourth by Tampa Bay and the
fifth pick was Penn State lineman Levi
Brown who will head to Arizona.
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Top draft prospects from the left: Gaines Adams, Calvin Johnson, JaMarcus Russell,
Adrian Peterson and Brady Quinn pose alongside the Hudson River pre-draft.

Among these picks, Joe Thomas of
fered the most interesting story. Amidst
an age of overwhelming media pres
sure and incredible hype, Joe Thomas
decided not to attend the draft. Instead,
he went fishing with his dad.
"Everyone tries to make it a big
drama. It's just a day where I figure out
where I'm going to be," Thomas said
in an interview with ESPN.
Brady Quinn's plummet was easily
the draft's biggest surprise. Most ex
perts predicted Quinn to go in the first
three picks and no one had him lower
than 10. He was pick no. 22. The
Cleveland Browns traded to get the
pick from Dallas and stole Quinn late
in the draft.
If his pride wasn't hit enough,
Quinn's contract will likely be cut in
half. While obviously disappointed
after 20 teams passed on him, Quinn
had this to say to in an interview with
Suzy Kolber on ESPN: "It's a dream
come true."
Quinn grew up in Columbus, Ohio
and ESPN made sure a picture of four-

year-old Quinn in a Browns jersey was
displayed on the screen.
The hometown Chargers selected
LSU wide receiver Craig Davis and
Utah safety Eric Weddle with their first
and second round picks, respectively.
6 foot 1 inch Davis had 56 receptions,
836 yards and four touchdowns during
the 2006 season with the Tigers.
He will relieve pressure on Antonio
Gates and add a dynamic element to
the Chargers' offense. Weddle was
the 2005 Mountain West Conference
Defensive Player of the Year and re
corded time as a cornerback, safety,
running back and even quarterback in
his Utah years. He is a versatile athlete
who will surely help the Chargers' sec
ondary unit.
Right on cue, the draft provided the
typical balance of drama, celebration,
disappointment and Chris Berman.
Time will tell who this draft's Peyton
Mannings and Ryan Leafs will be.
Keep your eyes peeled as this year's
batch of rookies will provide an immediate impact on the 2007 NFL season.

NHL playoffs heat up despite low viewership
BY STEPHEN BRITT
STAFF WRITER

Over the past two weeks, the NHL
playoffs have been raging on with little
attention being paid in warm weather
cities like San Diego. Ever since the
lockout only a couple of years ago,
hockey has slipped from a top four sport
to one with only a small niche of fans.
This seems to be tragic due to the sheer
excitement the sport can generate. In no
other sport can someone get in a fist fight
in the middle of the playing area and not
only stay in the game but not have their
team get penalized.
During the 2007 NBA season for
example, Carmelo Anthony served a 15game suspension for taking a swing at
another player. In hockey, a player serves
a five-minute penalty. Beyond the fights,
raw speed and big hits, the excitement of
each goal leads one to assume that more
publicity does not necessarily equal more
thrills.
The first round of the Stanley Cup
Playoffs did not have too many upsets
with Western Conference favorites the
Detroit Red Wings and Anaheim Ducks

advancing. The top two seeds in the
Eastern Conference (the Buffalo Sabres
and New Jersey Devils) did the same,
winning their series in less than seven
games. The biggest upset of the first
round definitely came from the sixthseeded New York Rangers sweeping the
third-seeded Atlanta Thrashers, continu
ing the Rangers' Stanley Cup hopes.
Some of the more amazing moments
in athletic toughness have come in this
year's NHL playoffs. One came from
Pittsburg Penguins' Sidney Crosby, who
is considered by many hockey fans to be
the "pretty boy" of the league, when it
was revealed that he had been playing the
last two and a half weeks of the regular
season and the playoffs with a broken
foot.
Another amazing story came from the
Anaheim Ducks' Francois Bouchemin.
After getting drilled in the face with a
puck in game three of their series against
the Minnesota Wild, he missed game four
and returned for the next game. This may
not seem like much of an accomplish
ment, until you discover that the reason
he missed game four was because he had
fractured his jaw in two places and had

to get a metal plate implanted to hold
it together. When he returned he played
more minutes than any other player on
his team. Only in hockey would anyone
even think about coming back in the
same series after fracturing their jaw and
getting plates implanted in their face.
The second round of playoff action
has already proved more thrilling than
the first with close series and doubleovertime games (on three different occa
sions). Many of the games have been de
cided by one goal or less, which literally
has fans on the edge of their seats as they
watch one bad bounce or misjudgment
by a goalie alter the entire course of the
series. So please, overlook the fact that
you might not see highlights on ESPN
and have to turn your TV to a channel
you might not have known existed (the
Versus Network) to see the most electri
fying sport in season right now.
If you have never seen a playoff hockey
game (especially one where elimination
is on the line), if you have never jumped
out of your seat at a sudden death goal
or never sighed in pain at the sight of a
full-speed hit on a player, you have never
truly experienced sports.
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Jordan Abruzzo swings his way into the USD record books
BY JUSTIN SAKS
STAFF WRITER

Records are made to be broken, and
you don't have to tell that to Jordan
Abruzzo. This senior Torero, a San
Diego native, has become USD's all
time hits and RBI leader. Breaking these
records a mere six days apart made the
accomplishments all the more special.
"It's unbelievable. It's been a great
year. A dream season. Coming back for
my senior year, what else could I ask
for?" Abruzzo said.
The Boston Red Sox, ironically
Abruzzo's favorite team, drafted him
last year in the 39 round of the MLB
entry-level draft.
"It was a tough day just because it
was lower than I expected to go," Abru
zzo said.
In the end, however, it worked out
well for both Abruzzo and the Toreros.
"It's nice that I had the option to
come back here to USD. I knew we were
going to have a great team, and I knew I
could come back, get drafted again and
also get my degree. Look at what I get
to do. Come back to a great school and
have a chance to win the WCC and go
to the College World Series," Abruzzo
said.
Abruzzo is putting his bat behind his
word. Prior to the Pepperdine series, he
was batting .333 with 44 runs, 64 hits,
eight home runs and 51 RBI. On April
15 against Portland, he went five for
five with one RBI and three runs scored.
The lone RBI was enough to make him
the all-time leader at USD with 197
runs batted in.
Then, on April 21 against LMU,

Abruzzo became the all-time hits leader
at USD. He surpassed Kevin Reese's
279 hits when he went three for six with
two doubles and two RBI. Considering
that Reese is a prospect for the New
York Yankees and has even donned the
pinstripes for a few major league games,
it is quite a feat.
However, Abruzzo is not one to harp
on personal records. He is just thrilled
about the success that the team is having
and is ultimately focused on the goal of
winning the College World Series in
Omaha.
Since being named WCC Freshman
of the Year, Abruzzo has been a key
contributor for the Toreros. He attri
butes much of his success to the great
coaching staff and the opportunities he
has been given. His freshman year there
was an opening at the catcher's position
which gave him a chance to play right
off the bat.
"I just kind of took the opportunity
and ran with it," Abruzzo said.
Another special thing for Abruzzo
this year is the pitchers he gets to catch
for. Each week Abruzzo straps on the
pads and gets to be the battery mate
of Brian Matusz and Josh Romanski.
Both sophomore pitchers are highlytouted MLB prospects with very bright
futures.
"To be able to catch them is unreal.
Its remarkable what they have done and
how they have carried us. They are great
guys and we have a great relationship,"
Abruzzo said.
In June, Abruzzo hopes to get drafted
once again, but this time in a higher
position. He already has the attitude
and demeanor of a grizzled baseball
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Jordan Abruzzo now holds both the hits (279) and RBI (197) career records at USD.

veteran.
"I plan to go after it with all I got,"
Abruzzo said. "I will act like I belong
there, and work as hard if not harder than
every guy there. My expectations are
high and I will get into a good system

and will be consistent like I have been
here in college."
Hopefully, Abruzzo will be able to
lead the Toreros to a College World
Series. It would be one heck of a way to
complete an already great career.

due to the fact that Pepperdine graduated
its seniors on Saturday. Romanski con
tinued his pitching dominance and even
helped his own cause. As Pepperdine
sent Robert Dickmann to the mound,
what started as a pitchers duel quickly
became one sided as the Toreros scored
runs in the fourth, fifth and eighth innings
to take a 5-0 lead going into the ninth.
Romanski made the Pepperdine batters
look silly, striking out seven on his way
to his second complete game shutout of
the season against a very strong Pep
perdine squad. "Romo" also helped his
own cause with a two-run scoring RBI
double. The Toreros shut out the Waves
5-0.
After this game, the Toreros rose in
the rankings to no. nine, while Pepper
dine fell to no. 13. On top of this Josh
Romanski was named WCC Player of
the Week. The Toreros were not yet done;
entering Monday's game they were look
ing to give Pepperdine its second sweep
of the season.
The Toreros sent Matt Couch to the
mound against the defending pitcher of
the week, Brett Hunter of Pepperdine.
What started as a 4-0 lead for the Tore
ros quickly grew into a close game, as
Pepperdine rallied in the seventh inning.
With the bases loaded and no outs, AJ
Griffin entered the game. After hitting the
first batter he faced, the game was now
4-3, with no outs and the bases loaded.
Griffin got the next batter to pop out to
left field, and the next batter grounded

into a double play to end the inning. The
Toreros gave more support as they added
three more runs to make it 7-3. Griffin
had a quick ninth inning to close out the
game, get his WCC leading eight save,
and deliver a 3-0 sweep on the defending
WCC Champions.
After the game Griffin was modest
but confident about his efforts over the
series.
"I just go out there and don't think
about the score that much. I just try my
best to get the job done. This was a big
series, not only for the team, but for the
fans as well," Griffen said. "They were
great."
Brian Matusz, Friday's winner, was
also excited about the wins,
"These were huge games, and we
showed that we really deserved the ninthplace ranking we received this week."
Matusz also complimented his oppo
nent after Friday's game.
"Barry [Enright] is a great pitcher, and
it is just a testament to his ability that he
has only lost one game in WCC play,"
Matusz said.
Matusz is currently battling Vanderbilt's David Price for the most strike outs
on the season.
"I don't think about the K's, even
though getting that title would be pretty
cool," Matusz said.
The Toreros look to take this momen
tum into their three-game series with
the University of San Francisco starting
today at 3p.m.

Toreros sweep the Pepperdine Waves in "battle of California"
Baseball, continued
USD countered with its own southpaw
ace, Brian Matusz. The Toreros put on
a hitting display, as the Pepperdine bats
were left in awe. Matusz struck out the
first seven batters he faced and ended up
dominating one of the most consistent
lineups in the country. On the other hand,
Enright had his toughest outing of the
year going only four innings and giving
up four earned runs. Closer AJ Griffin

completed Matusz's stellar 8.1-inning
performance. Shane Bushini highlighted
the day with a monster solo home run,
estimated as a 500+ foot shot that landed
on the roof of Manchester Village. Josh
Romanski also made a web-gem play
in centerfield. With the bases loaded
Eric Thames hit a line drive shot, which
"Romo" stole to kill the bases loaded
threat. The Toreros took game one blow
ing out the Waves 10-3.
Game two was on a beautiful Sunday,
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Josh Romanski had a big weekend for USD, earning WCC Player of the week honors.

